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The Murray Common Council has
directed City Attorney J. William
Phillips to file an appeal of last week's
Calloway County Circuit Court jury
verdict finding the city at fault in 1976
fish kurWaiirks Weer,
The council voted 9-1 at its meeting
last night to appeal the case in which
the city was judged at fault in the fish
kill whin a lift station malfunctioned
and dumped raw sewage into Bee
Creek. The jury imposed a $2,308 fine on
the city.
The suit was filed by the Kentucky
Department of Wildlife Resources,
Division of Fisheries, following an
investigation of the incident- in late
September and early October of 1976.
In e written report to the council test
night, Phillips said:
"The cpert found that the statute
under which the state was bringing suit
imposed absolute liability on the city of
Murray for any irijury to fish from
sewage coming from our sewer system,
regardless ot-the_tact that there was no
-way in which we could prevent such
_sewage discharge and'thatwe did
everything in our power to stop it.
"Nor did it appear to matter to the
court that'the city was only operating
the sewer system the state had mandated that the city operate, and had
approved the plans and specifications,
Federal Water
tnetIltre
Pollution Control Board of the sewer
system and lift station in question.
"In addition, the state ultimately
stipulated that there was no fault or

By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
MurraY City Sc'hool System teachers
will be making an average 15 percent
more next school year under a certified
personnel salary schedule city school
board members have adopted.
Teachers entering the system July 1,
with no experience and a bachelor's
degree can make $9,180 per year under
the new schedule. Salaries top out at
$15,490 per year for teachers holding a
masters'and 30 hours above with 12 or
•
more years experience.
Students will report to school August
21, following Murray City School
Board's adoption of a 1978-1979 school
- yimr calendar.
And, in a meeting at Murray Middle
School Thursday night, the board
regrets" the
with
"accepted
resignation of Murray High Band
Director Joe Sills
The 1978-'79 salary schedule for
teachers is based on a school year of 185
days. Additional compensation which
the board may pay to principles,
supervisors and specialized personnel
is fixed by the board of education.
Board members adopted, extra
service and time contracts for a
number of personnel effective in the
next school year.
"This salary schedule does meet
state specifications it has all the new
money in it by law. Across the board it
Is a very good salary schedule. I think
the teachers are pleased with It,"
Murray City School Superintendent
Robert G. Jeffrey said Tuesday night.
Under the 1978-'79 school year
calendar adopted, faculty will report to
work August 18 and students will report

The major hangups over the new
negligence on behalf of the city. Our
which have already_ been apbylaws,
not
were
we
that
was
defense
primary
the Calloway County Fiscal
by
proved
in
negligent and were only operating
Court, were a provision that allowed
accordance with the standards set forth
byaheatate_This wig then adynitteriby —PrOZY- -votas-by-heapital-eensmission-members and a provision that allows
the state but the court, with its holding
the hospital commission to change the
of absolute liability would not direct a
bylaws, with the exception of the.
verdict in behalf of the city."
manner in which board members are
appdinted, without council and fiscal
Phillips said that the appeal would be
court approval.
filed soon and that he expects a decision
Voting in favor of the new bylaws
on the matter to be rendered within a
were council members Dick George,
year.
Hardiman Nix, J. D. Outland', Ruby
Phillips advised the council that the
Hale and C. C. Lowry. Voting against
costs of the appeal,should the city lose,
the bylaws were Council member Steve
would be from $2,000 to $2,500 in adYarbrough, Martha Sammons, Mardition to the ;2,308 fine. Phillips and
shall Jones, Howard Koenen and Billy
Mayor Melvin B. Henley told the
Ralentine. Henley, a member of the
council that they hoped they could get
hospital board by virtue of his mayoral
support in the effort from the Kentucky
post, cast the deciding vote in favor of
Municipal League and from other cities
the bylaws.,
in the state interested in the case.
Jones later explained that he into vote in favor of the bylaws but
tended
The council approved the audit of the
at the time that the council was
•
thought
1977 general fund presented by Kenneth ----voting on an amendment, not the actual
Goode, CPA. The audit reflected a
bylaws.
balance at the end of the year of
In other action, the city council:
of
914000
with
said
$113,911, Goode
- Approved the rezoning of
that amount in savings.
residential areas along 12th Street
between Sycamore and Chestnut Street
"This Is the first time I can
to a limited business classification;
remember we've had that left over at
- Approved on first reading an
the end of a year," Goode told the
ordinance- auttair4aingathe--elesing- ofcounei),, adding that-1977 was a "pretty
Payne Street from 14th Street to 15th
good year for the city financially."
Street. After final approval of the orRevised bylaws for the Murraydinance, the city will be required to file
Calloway County Hospital were apin circuit court to have the street
suit
lie-breaking
a
before
not
but
proved
closed;
officially
vote by Mayor Henley.
- Authorized 'the public works
• committee to advertise for bids on a
grave-digger for use in the city
cemetery. Graves in the city cemetery
are presently dug by .a private contractor;
Authorized a $5 per shift pay increment for Murray Police, Department patrolmen who are acting as shift
leaders.
the following Monday. Students will
pick up their report cards May 25, 1979.
Christmas vacation begins Dec. 21
and students vffn report back to school
Jan. 3, 1979. A spring "mini-break"
is scheduled March 14, 15 and 16 and
spring vacation is April 9-12.
The school calendar also has four inservice days for teacher, four holidays;
175 total instructional days and two
faculty days_
The calendar contains a list of days
A total of 758 students in the spring
the system can use in case next winter
class have filed applications for
compares to the last tvo winters. Make
degrees to be awarded during the 55th
up days th oiler of preference include
annual spring commencement exerMarch 14, and 15, May 28, March 16,
cises at Murray State University on
May 29, Saturdays, May 30, 31, June 1,
Saturday, May 13.
and flimsily the days alloted to spring
Among that number are 592 for
vacation.
bachelor's degrees, 144 for master's
Board members emphasized in a
degrees, 19 for associate degrees, and
prior meeting that students will be in
three for specialists' degrees.
school a minimum 175 instructional
Dr. M. G. Scarlett, presidebt of
days regardless of days missed due to
Middle Tennessee State University, will
inclement weather.
deliver the commencement address at
In other action Thursday night, the
the 10 a, m. ceremony in the university
Murray City School Board:
fieldhouse.
-Approved $71,300 in bids for
Along with the spring graduates, 347
alterations to Murray Middle.
mid-year graduates will also parAlteration including painting and
ticipate in the cap and gown ceremony
finishing, acoustical treatment, since no formal commencement
and electrical
resilient floors,carpeting
program is held following the fall
_
work.
semester.
-Accepted Sill's resignation. The
Candidates for degrees in the spring
Murray High band director is going into
class represent 26 states and four
private business.
foreign countries. Among the can-Board members took under addidates are these from Calloway
visement a tentative budget for next
County:
fiscal year.
-Citing problems with renovation
Bachelor Degree
and other complications at Murray
Calloway- Susan Kay Adams, Patricia Wurt
Allbritten, Robert T Allen, Rachel I. Haat,
High, board members turned down a
Timothy Allen Belcher. Anita Carol Chaney, Heather
request from the Seventh Day
1 indsay Clamme. Patricia Tifft• Crawford, 19nAa
:ail Cunningham, Donna 1 Rodgers baniel.
Adventist Church to use the school
Kathleen Denise Doyle, Kathy Lynn Etherton,
during the summer.
Quentin Lee Fannin, Keith Robert Farrell,

Superlatives have been selected by the senior class

at

Murray High School. story and Photo on Page 11.
•
Mother's Day is Sunday and today a Calloway County
S.
Motherisapotlightedffn thirrott'S Galley,Page :

considerable
cloudiness
Considerable cloudiness today
through._Saturday with showers
and thunderstorms posssibly
heavy at times ending late Saturday. Highs today in.the low to Iowa tanutht-in the IOW
I
%MKS*, Highs Saturday-in Ow
mid to upper fiDa.
Fair and mild Sunday through
Tuesday. Highs will range in the
70a and-lows in the 50a
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/farms
Guy William Willding. Pickle W
WiIHang:Med rl Thomas Woods
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, James Fells Baker.
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MINI-UNIVERSITY LEARNING-Some of the approximately 160 third and fourth grade students at
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Innovation and Development at Murray
things in a college
session which ended May 5 was designed to enable elementary school students to team about
classroom.
own
environment they probably would not have in their

Calloway County School Board
members have adopted the school
calendar and a teacher salary schedule
for next fall.
Under the calendar, adopted in a
board-session Thursday, night, students
will report to school Aug. 18 and pick up
their final report cards May 23, 1979.
The calendar also has provisions for
making up days missed due to' inclement weather.
Under the salary schedule for next
fiscal year. teachers starting with the
'school system holding a bacheolor's
degree and no experience will start at
$9,265. Teachers with 10 years experience anti a bachelors can make
$12,230. The highest teaching salary in
the system if $15,290 for those holding a
masters plus 30 hours with 10 years
experience
Salaries for

teachers hOldIng coasters

WASHINGTON i API— The cost of
mailing a letter almost certainly will go
from 13 cents to 15 cents around the end
,
a .of N.Y
The Postal Rate Commission's
- •
_feeptrithendation for, the Elm increase
alritialtrge-in-Lbe'kid
:
didi, gaol Aprottisontsissept 4earbstr Rat
decade'was to be'rnade official today.
The Postal Service's governors have
94heert Arnie Arnttli. 'Jeri; A. atiikey, Barry I or
Nleele Jame; Henry
Laura lee
called a special meeting for May 19 to
Trak', and Robert Jam.. Ward.
consider the recommendation.
I miklites for Specialist's Degree include Charles
K Githrfe, and Mattes D Outland
Under law. the Postal Service could
candidates for Associate Degree include Nitin
reject the rate commission's recorre
Kentithai Amin, Karen Rummell Hannah. anti lb-Kula
Outland Mans(ield
mendation and keep the present retell

degrees range from $10,900 for no experience to $13,520 with 10 years experience.
Board members Thrusday night also
gave raise hikes to classified employees. The increases, according to
Calloway County School Superintendent Jack Rose, range from 10 to 20
percent across the board.
The school calendar that board
members adopted calls for Christmas
vacation to begin Dec. 21 with students
returning to school Jan. 2, 1979. A
"mini-break" is scheduled March 15
and 16, while spring vacation is
scheduled April 9-13.
Twenty nine priority days for making
up days missed due to winter weather
include: in-service days, the "minibreak"- March 15 and 16. add-on days
May 24-June1, spring break and add-on
days June 4-15.
In other Calloway County School
Board action Thursday night:

but that is

considered unlikely. The

deficit--phIgued service says it needs the

money that higher rates would bring in.
The rate commission action amounts
to a rejection of President Carter's
suggestion last July tiat private in"dhildtials-lie-spared the neat postal rate
Mier Car-ter suggested a "citizen
rate," the Postal Service proposed to
the rate commission that the rate be set
at 16 rents for businesses and other
institutions while being kept at 13 cents
for individuals.

-Coaches and Calloway County High
music personnel met with the board to
talk about plans for next year.
-The board accepted the resignation
of Mike Sims at East Elementary and
Margaret Crawford of Southwest
Elementary, who is retiring.
-The board approved one certified
staff personal leave day for next year.
Staff who did not use their personal
leave day this year can use it next year,
but only two are allowed.
approved
members
-Board
specifications and will soon advertise
for a new school system tractor.
-Board members also agroved
membership in the Paducah Film
Library. the West Kentucky Education
Cooperative, bonds for the board
treasurer and principals, a policy for
-issuing checks. They also expelled two
high school students for the remainder
of the year.

But a coalition of business mail users
organized and fought the "citizen rate"
as unfair. They hired forrher Assistant Postmaster General Arthur Eden, who
once Wita.the ?ostal Service'
W make their argument.-before t1 rate commission. Consumer groups hailed` Carter's
proposal as freeing Citizens from the
lat#41 round of postal rate increases.
The firstclass rate went to 6 cents in
1968.8 cents in 1971, 10 cents in 1974 and
13 cents in 1975.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Nesbitt-Pace Wedding
Vows Are Solemnized

NURSING GRADUATE—Cheryl R. Yancy, the daughter
of the Rev. and Mrs. Charles L Yancy of Camden, Tn., formerly of Kirksey, received her diploma in nursing in
graduation exercises on Friday, May 5, from the Baptist
Memorial Hospital School in Nursing in Memphis, Tn. She
participated in the Glee Club and was chosen as one of
the four most beautiful in her graduating class. Miss Yancy
graduated from Calloway County High School in the class
of 1975. She is the bride-elect of Kim E. Scott of Murray.
Miss Yancy will join the nursing staff of the Benton County General Hospital in Camden,In.

'Dean.-AU
By Abigail Vap Buren

'Baby Puts a Crimp
ns
e__Pla
_ In Sex7Ch_ar.igWIfinally accepted my

.

DEAR ABBY:Thrlitimonths
necessary
-yearnings.to become a male and I began the
operation.
change
sex
a
having
of
anticipation
treatment in
I
First I ended my affair with my boyfriend, and then
felt
started the hormone treatments. Shortly afterward I
learned
.. that something was amiss: I was examined and
that I was pregnant!
Determined to go ahead with the sex change surgery, I
• continued the hormone treatments, but being a devout
a
Catholic I cannot consider an abortion. Yet. I don't want
"child.
My former boyfriend is begging me to have the child,
marry him, and forget about the sex change operation.
Abby, I was looking forward both physically and
emotionally to a new life as a transsexual. What course
should I take?
D.
child,
the
to
birth
give
out,
is
abortion
WAR Ti: Since
then reconsider having a sex ebony, operation.
If you still feel like a male emotionally and want a body
that corresponds with your feelings, resume your original
plan. If the motherhood experience tips the Orate in favor
of living as a woman, follow that inclination. But do not
marry a male unless you feel totally female.
DEAR ABBY: I hope you .won't think this is a stupid
question for a 14-year-old girl to ask, but you are the only
• person I Can ask win won't laugh at me.
Is it all right to kiss ifellow good-night on the first date?
B. IN BRANDON,FLA.
DEAR B. That depends. The kiss itself is not as
'important as the motivation behind it. If• good-night kiss
is a mutual sign of affection. I see nothing wrong with
it -even on the first date. But if there is no feeling for the
other person --only a desire , for self-gratification, it is
cheap and meaningless.
A girl should never kiss • boy because she thinks she
-owes" him something for having dated her. Neither
should a boy expect a girl to kiss him for that reason.
I4EAR ABBY: My wife is very careless about her
- appearance in the privacy of our home. She gets breakfast
barefoot in her nightgeira, with her hair uncombed, which
is not very pretty. She knows better and can make herself
strikingly beautiful if we're having guests or'going out. It
hurts to know she won't bother to make herself
presentable for me.
Divorce is out because of the children, but believe me,
it's crossed my mind. I start off my day i,n anger and
disgust, and my mind (and eye) have begun to roam. She
reads your column, Abby, so maybe if you print this, she'll
see it, recognize herself and take the hint. Thank you.
NO NAME PLEASE
DEAR NO NAME: Ill print it, but don't expect
miracles. When something as important as one's marriage
is at stake, the man who waits for his wife to read
something in a newspaper column, "recognize. herself and
take the hint," may need more help than his wife. Lay it on
the line, man, lay it on the line. Maybe she thinks YOU
don't care how she looks

7274,4--

MeNUTT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Nuel
McNutt, 1902 Sherrie Lane,
Frances Drake
Murray, announce the birth of
FOR SATURDAY,MAY 13, 1978
their baby girl, Alysool,e1gh,
weighing eight 'pounds 342
indicated.
What kind of day will.
measuring 20'4 inwhat
out
ounces,
find
To
tomorrow-be'
Miss, Katherine Sue Nesbitt
YOU BORN TODAY are ches, born on Monday, May 1,
the stars say, read the forecast
of Cadiz Route Two and Glenn
endowed with almost limitless at 6:14 p.m. at the Murraygiven for your birth Sign.
Michael Pace of Murray were
and
ability
creative
ARIES
married on Saturday, April 29,
imagination — plus the prac- Calloway County Hospital.
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 TICA
The father is self employed
at three p. m. at the Oak
ticality to bring your dreams to
A new contact, possibly a
life. You could especially excel as a wholesale used car
Grove Baptist Church, Cadiz,
change of scenery or activity
in music, writing and painting, dealer. The mother is the
with the Rev. Harold Lassiter
indicated. Make the most of all
but could even succeed in some former Deborah Elizabeth
officiating at the double ring
— to provide a highly
the more commercial aspects Cherry of Paducah.
of
ceremony.
stimulating day!
of art — such as dealing in art
Grandparents are Mr. .and
A program of nuptial music
TAURUS
objects, designing for the trade
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
was presented by Mrs. Gary
or interior decorating. .X.(42 love Mrs. R. Lee Jackson and the
Be careful about youi
nature and could be an excellent late Thomas E. Cherry, all of
Siegmund, organist, and Miss
judgments and emotional
horticulturist or botanist and, Paducah, and the late Mr. and
Bonnie Joy .Lancaster, soloist.
reactions. Dubious ventures
unlike many Taureans, you are Mrs. Nuel McNutt of Murray
The bride is the daughter of
Control enproposed.
be
with the law. Should
may
fascinated
Great grandparents are Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Norman F.
thusiasm. Do nothing without
decide on the legal field as a
you
Paducah
Nesbitt of Cadiz Route Two.
careful thought.
career, you will probably wind Cynthia Cherry of
The groom lathe son fo Mr.
up as a jurist, statesman Or and Mrs. C. 0. Futrell of
GEMINI
politician but, almost certatillY). Paris, Tn.
and Mrs. E. Glenn Pace. of
(May 22 to June 21)n
you will pursue one coT-the-arts
-- A fine day Tor personal-betActon, MasSTI, nd The
as an avocation. Birthdate of:
terment, social activities and
Sieve a hardocooked egg as a
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mango
Sir Arthur Sullivan, composer garnish for that old standy —
bag-range planning. Avoid a
Pace of Salem and Mr. and
i Gilbert and Sullivan); Georges lettuce, tomato and cucumber
tendency toward extravagance,
Mrs. Lonnie Shioat of Murray.
Braque,Fr. painter;.Daphne du salad.
however.
The ceremony was perMaurier, author.
CANCER
formed before 'a candle arch
) June 22 to July 23)481
and two spiral candelabra.
Maintain a calm attitude in
Lamb*Chops Galore
MISS YOUR PAPER?
all situations and you can avoid
Bride's Dress
Mealtime boredom need neva lot of frustration. Stress tact
Subscribers ono base rot
in
The bride, given
er set in when lamb is in the
in all dealings— especially with
rsealvoil their booto-iotivent4
marriage by herlather, wore
members of the opposite sex.
picture. There are several varespy of llto Morrey Lee's,
a traditional gqvai fashioned
ieties of lamb chops to select
LEO
Tina by 5:30 p.a. Aboatioty-.
of white chiffon over taffeta.
(July 24 to Aug. 2314
from. Rib and loin chops
Friday et by 3:311p.s.as StewVenise lace and English net
Certain situations will be
come from the center sections
days aro tope/ is c 753-1014
'detailed the empire bodice,
beyond your control now, so
while arm and blade chops
your
on
them
handle
to
try
don't
and
Neckline,.
Queen Anne
loorinia 5:30 p.-m. aid 6 p.o.,
nor,
from
come
the
shoulder
own initiative. Ask advice from
long sheer sleves.The flared
blootlfry-ttiay, or 3:30 p.m.
tion. Sirloin chops are cut from
a trustworthy source.
floating skirt fell from a
mid 4 p. %torero, to Wows
the
the
upper
sirloin
section,
VIRGO
raised waistline and swept to a
isivory of tin ositspopot. Calk
portion of the whole leg. All
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) UP%
(
lace
full Chapel train. Venice
moot be placed by 6 p.m. rookbe
can
five
are
vaneties
tender.
which
day
average
An
and pearls formed • the bangoys or 4 p.a. Salwaps to
They can be prepared by broil. made much brighter, more
deau which he'd the walking
meaningful, with a little extra
ing, panbroiling, panfrying or
plannont
length veil of sheer chiffon.
verve on your part. Get out and
braising.
•'mix." Some exciting new
She carried a French
contacts possible.
cascade of white carnations
LIBRA
pink
beige.
tipped in
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
sweetheart roses, stephanotis,
HOURS
Accent is now on career
and baby's breath.
lo-s
achievement, possibly some
Miss Rhonda Nesbitt served
(--/\
unusual token of recognition_ as the m4id of honor for her --Mr;
Those-engaged in creative
-Afichael PaceGknn7
'pursuits especially favored. •
sister,'and Mrs. Craig Perry
.
L,
was the matron of honor—carried -long stemmed silk _Hopkinsville, Johnny Hewitt, SCORPIO
Bridesmaids were Miss Susan roses tiPped in' beige with Murray, and Bradley Stine, (Oct:24 to Nov. 22) in'14
Some interesting possibilities
Pace, Arlington Heights, Ill., beige and rust ribbon. Each Bremen, Ind. Ushers were
Day may finally see •'
sister of the groom, Miss Ann wore baby's breath in her Shaun Maloney, Ridgeway.'indicated.
strawberry Season
of an important
completion
the
hair.
Miss
Ill., and Walter Wood,
Bristow, Owensboro, and
imreal
a
also
project;
as
E:--Cylerirr'Pace served
Deborah Warmbier, Joliet, Ill.
'Owensboro.
provement in your financial
Reception
The attendants all wore best man for his son.
situation.
Agner,
dresses of beige and rust floral Groomsmen v;,ere Kim
Following the ceremony a SAGITTARIUS
One Week-Mon.,May 15-20
1.4
Anderson,
Bob
Owensboro.
wallpaper printed voile. They
e
reception was held. at Lake Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
Latch-Hoak Wait on decisions until all
Barkley Lodge.
explored.
been
have
avenues
In Stock
The bride's table was
Should temporary" deterrents
centered with a four-candle appear, handle discerningly,
candelabrum. The four tiered with clear-headedness, smart
Many
wedding cake was topped with control.
• Ipf
bells and between each layer CAPRICRON
Items
Knitting Yarn •
pink Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V4,1 kcIn
were
greenery,
'A Price
Your ingenuity, foresight and
Needlepoint
Pre
sweetheart roses, and baby's
-worked
intuition should be at a peak
or Less
breath.
Painted Designs
now. A good time to look into
Serving as the reception new offerings and gauge their
were Miss Peggy Sue Shroat real value.
_-0510
Off
1/A O
of Murray, Mrs. Jackie Clark AQUARIUS
of Cadiz. and Mrs. Etlndel (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Direct your innate enJones -of Hopkinsville. Mrs.
tottt311progressive
Michael Omar kept the thusiasm into
channels. You can accomplish
•
register.
more than many othrs now.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Pace Especially favored:. written
are now residing in Nashville, matters and travel plans.
PISCES
Tn.
FOR THE LATE MITE MOVIE LOVER...
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
You are now at a point where
Or Anyone Else!
A pinch of sugar and one of you can assert your views and
ENJOY TNIS GREAT MOVIE
nutmeg makes cooked spinach, succeed at pioneering efforts.
dressed with butter, taste good. Many are receptive and gain is
en
FRIDAY & SATURDAY AT 11:30

Sale

All Kits &

1 2 Price
/

THETA SPEAKER—Daphne Mowery, right, nurse at the
Calloway County Health Department, spoke on the services of the local health center and also_on "Cancer" at
the April meeting of the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club House held at the club house. She was introduced by Maxine Scott, left, vice-chairman of the
department. Wilma Beatty, chairman, presided. New of.
ficers elected were Cloia Campbell, chairman, Martha
mix, vice-chairman, Anna Mae Thurma, secretary, and Jan
Hough, treasurer. Hostesses were Dorothy Byrn, Cloia
Campbell, and Eva Hale. The department will meet Monday, May 15, at 7:30 p.m. at the club house with Judge
Robert 0.Miller as speaker, along with Michelle Jarrett of
the 4-H Club. Each one is asked to bring their old
newspapers for the drive. Rachel Herdon, Evelyn Bradley,
and Geneva Brownfield will be hostesses.

Judy Adams 1
is now associated
with

Murray Beauty
Salon
We now do crimping
Chestnut St. 753-3142
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Have A Happy Day — See A Movie!
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LAST Hit
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1959. New York City.
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It was the beginning
of an era.

DIM IRIS

A RON HOWARD
DOUBLE FEATURE
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See OLIVER REED cross his eyis.f"t'
Sei RAQUEL WELCH cross her legs
See MARK LESTER cross his fingers
See ERNEST BORGNINE cross his heart
And see GEORGE C.SCOTT.
REX HARRISON.
DAVID HEMMINGS
and(HARITON HESTON get double crossed.
See the biggest CIOIPIi up of-them all..

Mademoiselle
Court Square — Murray,
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Tuberculosis Remains
A Potential Threat

SOUTHWEST SPEAKER—Dr. Milton Grimes, assistant
professor of German, was lecturer at a Junior High
Assembly held at Sonthweit Elementary School on April
24. The social studies classes were Wilding Worid War a
and were exposed to rnady Nazi items of warthrough the
courtesy of the student teacher, Tim Mauck One very initem as
teresting e,
nek,
a published
propaganda
bookin
writ eno about
hed
Gnir
es, ic
Hitler's
Dr.
was
Gentian. Dr. Grimes briefly erprained the, book wbidi
depicts Hitler as a kind and gentle man, WI Grimes'sentiments toward Hitler did not coincide, a class teacher
said. Dr. Grimes then reviewed the situation in the Third
Reich during the 1930's and 1940's. A question and answer period followed.
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We are pleased to anflounce that Tammy
Outland, bride-elect of
Robert Jason Brelsfard.
" has selected her potterv,
stainless and crystal
from our complete bridal
registry.
Tam nsi and Robert
will be married June 29,
1978.

L .

m.am Wowal 733-1916

I. mod 6 p.m-,

✓ 3:30 p.m.
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Q: Mr. L.O. writes to the prevalence of tubercuculosis demand continued also should be continued in
ask, "What has happened losis is greatly diminished
surveillance
and astute children.
ago,
it
years
to tuberculosis? Do we from that of 40
public health measures
While treatment of achave it licked?"
is still a major health probamong
He goes on to recall the lem with a sizable reser- tion. our general popula- tive tuberculosis has
former tuberculosis hospl.-1voir of infected individuals tum Chest X-rays and spu- greatly improved through
tests are essential in
antibiotics and other meditals that have been closed. in the population. Disease ruling
out the disease in
cines, prevention is a betHe notes that he has not in those individuals may
adults, especially in the
ter method of control. Our
known of a person in re- reactivate at any time and aged
when their health has
partial success should encent years to die pt can serve as a source of
"failed," particularly _ if a
courage continued efforts
new
infection."
`:consumption."
and not CallOS
Therefore, the circtun- trough is associated.
tO lee
A:, Progress against pulclown on them.
skin
tests
monary tuberculosis and stances surrounding tuber- • Tuberculin
other forms of this dread
disease has been signfi_ cant. In parts of the world,
the 'incidence remains
high.
.
According to the National Center For Health
Statistics,
,mains a potential threat in
the United States. , It-la
estimated that one out of
every five American
women and about one in
four men continue to show
a positive skin test for
tuberculosis, indicating an
earlier exposure to the
germs.
The center notes that
30,005 new cases of tuber• culosis were reported in
1977, as compared to 32,497
in 1976. Many of these were
in persona who had a
MURRAY HIGH PTO—New officers for 1978-79 for the Murray High School
Parentbreakdown from earlier
Teacher Organization were installed at the President's Luncheom herd May 4 in
infections.
the
home economics department at the school. Pictured left to right are Mrs. Fred Wells,
The authorities note that
president, Mrs. George Catlett, vice-president, and Mrs. Jerry Jones, treasurer. Not picfactors which influence the
tured is the new secretary, Mrs. Jules Harcourt. Mrs. Ted Bradshaw is the
activation of older infecoutgoing
tions are advancing age,
president.
alcoholism, diabetes mel-.
litus and certain other less
common conditions.
According to a recent
report in the Journal-of the
American Medical Association, the Center's statisticians conclude that "While.

Mrs. Trei)athan Speaks At
Mrs. Mariaret Tftvathan, prevention of same.
Calloway County librarian,
Serving on the committee
was the program speaker are: Mrs. Koenecke and coTuesday, May2, at the chairman, Mrs.
Harry
meeting of the Delta Sparks; Mesdames Ewen
Department of the Murray Allbritten, Stanford Andrews,
Women's Club. The annual Aubrey Hatcher, Hugh
salad dinner was observed by - Oakley, Leone Travis, Henry
the club. Mrs. Inez Claxton,. Warren, Misses Hazel Tarry'
chairman, presided.
and Lorene Swann.
Introducing Mrs. Trevathan
Mrs.
Claxton
made
was Mrs. Walter Baker. Mrs. humorous remarks about the
Trevathan showed new books -history of the Delta Departthat have been published by ment. She said the Depart."
KentuCki__ authors,__.ancL __mem vae-erganieed-in-1-927- ;
commented on the contents- young matrons of the cornmost of them being books munity who were teachers and
about interesting places in the business women who could not
stat , the atlas of tran- meet in the afternoon, but
,
tion and places and wanted to be involved in the
/people. She talked about the club work, meeting at night.
part of the public library that
The Department voted to
houses all books, clippings, discontinue its leadership in
and files of Kentucky and the Cancer drive after this
invited members to visit this year. This project has been
place, stay and browse.
the Delta's annual project for
'Dr.
Nice
Koenecke, longer than members can
chairman of the cancer drive, remember.
reported on the organizational
efforts made by the committee in getting ready for the
drive. The program includes
HOSPITAL PATIENT
personal solicitation for funds,
Shirley Elkins of Murray
and presents an educational Route Seven has been
program for the public in dismissed from Western
being aware of the disease and Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
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FAMOUS "CONCORD" NEW SPRING & SUMMER

I THIS SUMMERS MOST WANTED SPORTSWEAR FABRIC!

KHAKI
.TWILLS
•

TRADITIONAL
• Full bolts, 45" wide
• i(X)% Cotton Prints
• Compare _these at $229 yd

Full' bolts 41" wide
• Polyester 4, Cotton
• Compare these at $299 yd

11151
Slit ITS

•

FAMOUS "CONCORD"

t199
YD.

A FASHION FAVORITEL

,

PRINTED

PRINTED

- VOILE

• Full bolts 45 *ode

• Full bolts 45• Polyester & Cotton
• Compare aTS2 99

.MONDAY ONLY DOOR BUST
Our Entire Stock Printed & Solid

• New Summer Prints
-•-Compare at S2 99 yd

*

FAMOUS MILLS

TERRY
CLOTH

•c
•
•

!,,IJIYs Pa. wide
01Y--.Pulye5ter,
5'14
!kb knO,.,- aolie
901

T-SHIRT
KNITS
• 60' Full Botts
• Solids & Stripes
• Cu' Regular 1288

• Full bolts 45
• Cotton .5 Polyester
• Compare at 1399 yd

ual

30 Sun

Ion

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL
THE NEWEST SUMMER FASHION FABRIC!

MOCK EYELETS
Your'Cholce offraincii:Mashed POtatdeg.
Coleslaw, Macaroni Salad, Potato Salad,
Congealed Salad, Bean Salad, Gravy or
Package of Rolls

1
.
• Full bolts 45" wide.
• looks like real Eyelet
• white Pink tilia• Maize

kat &Coral

t

SALE DAY,
EVERY
DAY!

CALL YOUR ORDER'NEARLY,

SO 204 W. WASHINGTON

OUR
EVERY DAY
DISCOUNT
SAVINGS
ARE "SPECIAL SALE"
PRICES ELSEWHEHEI
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COMMUNITY
CAT.ENDAR

là

. Friday, May 12,
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride at the ring at seven p.m.,
weather permitting.

Monday, May 15
The Murray Cooperative
Preschool will hold Open
House at the MSU Early
Childhood Center, North 16th
Friday, May 12
Street, at seven p.m.
Gill] Out will be held at the Everyone interested
in the
Oaks Country Club at 6:30 p.
program is invited to attend
m. Each one is to bring steak
this meeting.
and rest will be furnished.
Theta Department of
Recognition ceremony --for Murray Woman's Club will
-49
. 5.9
Murray State's graduating meet at 7:30 psorat the club
seniors in nursing will be held house. '
in the auditorium of the
Student Center at seven p. in..
Recovery, It., will meet at.
Families and friends Are 7:30 p.m.atthe Health-Center,
invited,
North Seventh and Olive.
Saturday...May 13
Murray Iasige No. 105 F. di
Martin's Chapel United
it/Ipthntijit Chtireh will-meet at A.M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
seven p. m. at the church with the lodge-hail.
the program by the PupEUROPEAN VACAT1ON—Mitzi Redick, right, and Patty McCuistion, center, both
peteers of Oak Grove Cumseniors at Callowas County High School are shown here with their advisor, Mrs. Mary'
Tuesday, May 16
berland Presbyterian Church..
Ann Ellison, left, in Gepeya, Switzerland. They recently returned from visiting parts of
Murray Shrine Ladies
France, Switzerland, Italy, and Monaco. Miss Redick is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Captain Wendell -Oury Sewing Group will meet with
William C. Redick, and Miss McCuistion is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. McChapter of the Daughters of Mrs. William E. -Moffett,
Cuistion.
the American Revolpti
go
t
n will Panorama Shores, at ten a.m.
meet at the home
orine Each is to bring a sack lunch.
McNut$, 712 Main St t, at
Music Department of the
1.30 p.
Murray Woman's Club will
Kentucky Lake Sailing Club meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
will open its Governor's Cup house.
Regatta at' eight a. in. at the
new sailing club located north
Murray As.kembly No. 19
of Kenlake State Park • cam- Order of the Rainbow for Girls
pgrOunds ,
vvr11-meet at the Masonic Hall
_
at seven p.m.
'• Commissioning ceremony of'
ROTC cadets will be in Room
Murray TOPS Club -will
228, Stewart Stadium, MSU,at meet at the Health-Center at
4, eight a. m. - .
seven pin.

EMMANUEI,
Baptist Church
Revival Meeting

May 15 Sat. May 20

Evangelist
Thomas Fortner
Jackson, Tenn.

Pastor .
James Fortner

Services 7:30 Each Evening
Come and be with us
This Revival Week!

Murray State University
graduation ceremonies will
begin at ten a. in. in the
University Fieldhouse.

Coles Camp Ground United
Merbodici Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Marvin Scott at 7:30 p.m.

Sanday;istay-14
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Irvan
Grogan will be honored at a
reception at the North Branch
of the Peoples -Bank, North
12th and Chestnut Streets,
from two to four p. m. in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary

wiltufg. Workers --Clam
Sinking Spridg Baptist
Church, will meet at the lake
home of Mary Turner.

Monday, May 15
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at the club hall at
7:30p.m.

Baby Department Sale
Prices Good Through Tues., May 16th

Round
Walker
$744
Reg.sn.99 Sale

Baby
Swing

Reg.$19.9$—Sale

$899

sll"

Reg.$31.99 — Sale 19

Diaper Bags
By Gerber
Now

Reg
$10.49

6629

Reg,
$5.49-.= $329

s299

ts" 5359 54

Reg.$6.99 -- Sale

Baby Beds

High
Chairs

10"

Single Drop Side, Reg.$59.99— Now

Reg. $22.9)
1 Sale

Reg $39.99

$25'64

Boxed

S

Now $23
99

Diapers

Gift Sets
Reg. $7.49 — Sale
Reg $2.99
Reg

Sale

$179

99, Sale $2
"

Sleepers and
Gowns
Reg $259

129
Carry-All Seats

Ref 14 49 —WM Sr
.

Or

Car fr.ftirs
Seat
31g
1
A"1
1

1./
4,
/
1
4
;

V
s3
,

Swivel Wheel
Stroler
Reg.$26.99 $1
IV 19

Res. PI 94
SALY

A display of drawings by
Evelyn M. Cox is now being
shown 'at the Cheri Cinema
This show will be exhibited
until June 1st.
The underlying theme of
these drawings is "Reflections
of Mind and Mirror." The two
definitions of reflections that
are used to describe these
drawings are "a thought or
'idea made as a result of
meditation"
and, "the
production of an binge by or
as if -by a mirror."
The artist said, "I am
fascinated with reflections of
objects in different reflective
similarities of the object and
its reflection as well as the
distortions of captured color
and light."
These drawings are realistic
renderings of real and
imaginary objects. Some of
the drawings are of real
subjects in natural situations
such as "Bather" and
"Celestial Blue" while others
employ real atibjects in
=natal surroundings in a
surrealistic manner such as
-Peach" and "Dream Niche."
Still others are realistic
renderidgs of imaginary
objects in surroundings Which
feel natural such at -"Rear

Beth Lasater
Honored With
Baby Shower

- The-Xi- Alpha
tf*
of Beta Sigma ,Pi met in
regular seission on Thursday,
May 4, at the Ellis Center. In
the absence of president
Dexter Senior Citizens will Debbie Lyons, vice-president
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Lois Ruiz conducted the
business meeting.
Dexter Center.
Following the business
Ellis Center will be open meeting a baby shower was
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for given in honor of Beth
activities by the Senior Lasater. Games were played
Citizens with devotion at 10:05 and refreshments of cake,
mints, and nuts were served
4 m., program by Public
Library at 10:30 a.m.,lunch at by hostesses-Vicky Holton,
noon, and baud practice at one Mary. Graves, Sue Ann Hutp.m. Shuffleboard will be at son, Joyce Gibson, Barbara
six.p.m. at Ellis Court.
Williams, Luis Ruiz, and
Rowena Emerson.
hmnanuel Lutheran Ladies
Members attending were:
will haVe a salad luncheon for Ila Brown, Reanetta Coleman,
all Immanuel ladies and Rowena Emerson, Brenda
guests at 11:30 a.m, at the Estes, Joyce Gibson, Mary
church.
Graves. Linda Hodge, Vicky
Holton, Sue Ann Hutson, Beth
Senior Adults of First Lasater, Shirley Martin, Lois
Baptist Church will have a Ruiz, Joyce Thomas, Pam
luncheon at Boyetts, Reelfoot Thornton, Barbara Williams
Lake,at ten a.m.
and Glenda Wilson.

Cooperative Preschool
Open House Monday
The Murray Cooperative
Preschool will hold open house
on Monday, May 15, at seven
p.m., at the MSU Early
-Childhood Center (former
University School) on North
16th Street.
Parents who are already
participating in the program
and those parents who are
interested in learning more
about the-Cci-Op Pregehool are
invited to attend the meeting.
A movie about the activities
in the four-year-old group will
be shown, refreshments will
be „ served, and ample opportanity will be given to
exchange ideas about the
effects and goals of a
cooperative childhood
education.
Applications for both the
three year old group and the

COOKING
IS FUN

font' year old group are being
accepted now. Anyone intereseted in the program may
call Mrs. Sheila McGinnis
I 753-8535) or Mrs. Diane
Rabatin (759-1371).

Rock" and -'Presence." One
drawing in particular, "Self
Portrait," utilizes distortion of
a real subject to reinforce its
theme.
The subject .mater ranges
from a self portrait to parts of
figures to non-objective
compositions. A variety of
media were used including
pencil, graphite, and colored
pencil.
Evelyn Cox resides at 1002

•
J. P. Nesbitt
s•dr
-

(AdIsibeillegfoo' Andhra)
Will Be

Open Til
8:00 Friday
Don't forgot to register for Grand Opening 6ifts To
Bo Given Away
Shop for the lost minute

Mother's Day Gift Buys

Remember
Mom
with a
unique

_
Gift
how •
Bamboo Garden

'4"

[leg $28.99. $1

739

-Uncle Jeffs Clothing
Department
Hwy.641 South
6

LIGHT SUPPER
Salmon Croquettes
Potatoes
Broccoli
Bevecage
Cookies
PEGGY
TAGLIARINO'S
SALMON CROQUETTES
Another version of a recipe
readers" keep requesting.
73,4-ounce can salmon
- Juice of I lemon
2 eggs 1 small onion, finely
grated pulp and juice)
1 cup fine dry bread crumbsMinced fresh dill to
taste
-72a1t-arlytpinirio taref
rernrisitter---ftemoye skin and large bones
from. wilmon; mix well with the
remaining ingredients except
the oil. With wet hands, form
into 6 oval patties.. In the hot
oil, brown on both sides. Makes
I servings --- 2 patties apiece.

L3

Something She'll Treasure
'For -Years To Come-.
C9•491 Seift-tfori of
HOUSE PLANTS
Soill available

The

a

k

Sum

Less

College Court, Murray. She is
a graduate of Murray State
University with a B.F.A. in
Art Education; her major
area was drawing. Presently,
Mrs. Cox is employed on a
special "Outreach" program
for the Calloway County
Public Library.
"The public is tnvited 'to
come tolthe Cheri to see this
exhibit of drawings," a
cinema spokesman said.
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753-0317
'(NextTo Tucker TV Service)
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All Mothers
Honored this
Sunday at
Memorial
Baptist
Church
Flowers for
(r)Motherprfsent with most
Children
(2)0Idest Mother present.
(3)Youngest Mother present,
(4) Grandmother present with
most grandchildren present.
'Coil 753-9710 fo;transportation
•13ring your Bible for th. seirmon etx-'
position by Pastor Whir* on Ephoslons I
'Honor your Molhor by b•ing in Church •

Ai10-111EVS
MAY 114 th
Top grain leather.
Padded insoles. Sandals
you can spend the day in.
Now there's a sandal with the same comfortable
features that Scholl builds into their fine shoes
Like soft padded insoles, gently built up arches.
top grain leather, and fully adjustable
straps
So, why not let us take the time to show.
..you how comfortable a sandal can he

CECILY BROWNSTONE
Assoctatird PT•119 Food Editor

Now-

• sg39
SAL

NOW

. Fteg SG*

7
1

$449

Reg. $5.49— Sale

Kelt floss

He $29$-1I

Fitz
All

Car Seat

Reg:$24.99 Sale
Reg.$41.99 sale

$3599
$43"

Double Drop Side, Reg.$72.99— Now
AvailabiF
In White,
Maple, Walnut

e

$137,

Display Of Drawings Now
At Cheri By Evelyn M. Cox

Reg.$24.99 — Sale

Painted
Walker
$419

Reg.
$14.99

-

Baby
Mattress

_
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The Gospel Comes
.To_Cornelius

10 Years Ago

((r

Marine PFC Andrew N. Nichols is
serving with the logistic command in
Vietnam. 11
Ronald Christopher has been named
as assistant United States attorney for
the Western District of Kentucky In
U.S. Federal Court.
Deaths reported include Ermon E.
Collie, age 80, and Mrs. Flora Alice
Shaver Mathis, age 100.
Joe Hall, assistant coach at the
University of Kentucky, was the
speaker at the All Sports banquet for
Calloway County High School held at
the Holiday Inn on May 11.
Births reported include a girl, Amy
- Suzanne -to Mr. an& Mrs. Bobby Foy-on
May 3.
---- Mrs. Virgie Clark and Mrs. E. R.
Hagen presented special entertainment
at the meeting of the Senior Citizens
Club _held May ID .at_the_Fliis cammunity Center with Bryan Tooley,
president, presiding.

whereupon he was told that they had
assembled -to hear all things that are
commanded thee of God." Forthwith to
this reverent, attentive, praying, truthseeking congregation Peter preached
the gospel of Christ. It is to the credit of
those assembled that they had not sent
for Peter because he- possessed a
charming personality, a ready flow of
words, an ability to attract crowds, as
because he was a "good mixer," but
because they wanted to hear a message
from God. They were prepared to accept whatever truths God might
command _them
through
His
messenger.,
Peter assured his hearers that God
was not a 'respecter of persnns" or an ,
"accepter of a face.'l He was fully'
convinced that God would not justify a
guilty Jew simply because he was a
Jew, and that: He would not refuse a
`ss
Gentile a place in His family simply
<:Mlb
•
'because he was a Gentile. The gospel of
-Mayor Joe Dick's term of office
Christ was and is for all men of all
Copley News Service
ended Saturday with the return of
nations, regardless of race or clime. No
Mayor Holmes Ellis from two weeks of
race or group is to be treated conactive duty at Fort Gordon, Ga.,"from
"Here
y'are
!
Read
temptuously by any follower of Christ.
the column, "Seen & Heard Around
Knowing that those who had
Murray" by James C. Williams.
assembled to hear him were hungering
Deaths reported include William
for the truth, Peter was careful to feed
_ By M.C.Garrott
David Outland, age 79, and Mrs. D. W.
them on the truth, to the very best of his
Billington, age 66.
ability to do so. Peter delivered to them
Prof. David J. Gowans will direct the
on the truth to the very best of mon
program of Woodwind Instrument
centered around Christ - His matMusic -op May 13 at the Recital Hall,
rhless life, sacrificial death, and vicFine Arts Building, Murray State
torious resurrection. Peter spoke of
College.
Mitt as the "Lord of all," then he
Births reported include a girl,
reviewed His anointing, and sumKatharine Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
tnarized His wonderful miaiatty__Ots
Thomas Todd on May'2; a girl, Teresa
preaching, teaching, and healing in the --- Sunday is Mother's. Day, and once up and-cried out, 'I'm-catning! I'm - a Cousin drove up noisly in one. .!"It _
Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. George Edward unforgetable words "who-, went about
made an awfuinoise and almost scared • Bohannon on May 3; a boy, Thomas
again we turn thoughts and attention to coming' There wasn't a dry eye in the
doing good." As was his custom on- those who mean or have meant so much house after that, everybody was so
Hafford to death'," she. laughed. ',He
Jeffrey, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl T.Futrell
various occasions, Peter proclaimed
, came running into the house and tried
to us-our mothers. Some still are happy."
on May 4.
A well-known carpenter, Mr. Johnny
Christ's resurrection from the dead
to hide frcim it behind my skirt."
living. Others live only in our hearts
Mrs. L. A. Moore and Mrs. Mary
died in 1973 at the age of 87, and Miss
through the power of God for th
One of her happiest days, she said,
and memories.
Brown presented the program at the
ejustification of sinner. and the coming_ For thepast three yearsiyve tried to Effie lived alone in their home at 1206
was the cl,oi World War II ended. She
meeting-of the JessieLudwiek-Cirele
Poplar until one evening in Mardi when
judgement for sin.
Calloway
and
Mr. Johrsiy were eating supper out _the college Presbyterian Church with
spotlight
on
of
our
good
•
in the-yard-when the news caine. -"Both- Mrs. Orval Austin as hostess.
County mothers am a symbolic tribute a hip gave waYs6 her during a family
Hafford and Dale were in the service
to them all at this special time of the dinner,party.
Rushed to the hospital, a pin was
and we were overjoyed that they would
year. First, there- was Mrs. Pearl
be coming home," she smiled.
Jones, then Mrs. _ Winnie Scarbrough, inserted in the hip and,therapy treatand last year Mrs.Sara Hussung,. Each, ment begun. Today, she sits up as long
Dale served four years with the
Murray's new city bus route, after .
reflected unusual, Inspirational as five hours at a time. "They tell me
amphibious
engineers,
while
Hafford
two
days of continuous running, has
I'm
not
only
going
home
one
of
-these
qualities as all mothers do.
was in the Army's 38th Division. They been discontinued due to only 33
days, but that I'll walk again'," she
+++
ran across each other twice, once as.. passengers using the bus for an inthme
I found this year's honored mother smiled brightly.
Until this happened, she was in her Haffor' was boarding ship in . New of a little over $2.50.
the
corner
room
at
brightening
up
a
Heartline is a service for senior burial in a national cemetery is if death
P. L. Hopkins, Murray businessman,
later in the Philippi
nes
Murray-Calloway County Hospital place at the University Church of Christ Orleans and
citizens. Its purpose is to answer occurs during hospitalization or while
+++-surrendered.
has been appointed superintendent of
every time the doors opened except when the Japanese
where
she
has
been
since
early
March
questions and solve problems-fast. If they are receiving -treatment at
• ' the Kentucky Lake State Park.
with a detriorating hip. She is Mrs. during last winter's big snows. Then the
yea'have a question or a problem not government expense, for injury or
-When you stand there by the bedside- -'-Hugh Houston has been elected
her in
people
carve
join
to
her
home
to
Myers,
91
years
of
age
Effie
and
about
a
answered hi these columns, write disease connected to active or inactive
of this de/ightful little wisp of a lady, secretary-treasurer of the Southalert and delightful a little five-foot-tall Bible study and devotions.
Bea-Aline, 114 East Dayton Street, West. duty training.
you can't help but think of what Henry western Kentucky -Medical Association
Outside in the garage is the 1952
lady as'you'll ever know. For an hour I
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
HEARTLDIE: My 12-year-old child Ward Beecher is reported to have once at the meeting held at Paducah.
Johnny
Chevrolet
which
she
and
Mr.
sat by her bed and marveled ,at her
receive a prompt reply, but you must is permanently disabled and I would
•
Sam McKee,president of the Murray
said:
Instant recall of names, faces and drove to and from church week after
include a stamped self-addressed en- like to know if she is eligible for Social
ofsanOther, He 0 Lions Club, presented Lion 0. B. Boone
"When
God-thotight
week
for
so
long.
events of times long before my day.
vehipe. The most useful replies will be Security benefits. If so, when and for
must have laughed with satisfaction with the International Lions Club Key
+++
Miss Effie has two • sons and a
printed in this column.
how long?-K.C.
framed it quickly-so rich, so deep, for outstanding service to the Murray
and
Keenly
alert
and
demonstrating
her
daughter, two grandchildren and two
A person disabled before 22 may get
HEARTLINE: I have heard that
divine,
so full of soul, power and club at the regular meeting this week.
so'
great-grandchildern. Most of them,will amazing memory, Miss Effie told of
postal rates this year. The postal benefits on the basis of a parent's work
Hardy Curd was honored at a dinner
was the conception."
beauty,
were
first
automobile.
They
seeing
her
gather around her bedside Sunday to
this year. Do you have any information record beginning with the month the
someone
just
.known
on
his 78th birthday at his home near
must
have
He
heap gifts, flowers and love upon her. living near Lynn Grove and son, Hafon this? - P.F.
parent' starts receiving retiremant or
Hazel on May 9.
Miss
Effie.
like
when
one
day
ford,
was
years
old
three
One son, Hafford, a retired bus driver,
There is expected to be a raise in disability benefits or the month the
lives in Clarksville, Tenn. Another,
postal rates are going to be going up insured parent dies. However, no
Dale, lives in the Wiswell area and is a
department will probably ask fqr a 22 determination of disability is necessary
Us John ISioniff
construction-engineer with the CETA
per cent raise in postal services which until your child is within three months
program.
would raise the cost of a first class of her 18th birthday (or 22nd birthday if
Mrs. Robbie Nelle Miller, the
letter from 13 cents to 15 cents.
still in school). This is because for
daughter,
lives in Tampa, Fla., where
aIn addition to this, the House of months before las Or 22 if she is still in
she is a librarian at Florida College.
Representatives pasaed a Provision in school), your daughter is eligible for
Her husband, James P., a widel-known
April that would require the postal benefits as a child.
minister and brother Of our Judge
sernce to set parcel post rates to pay
Robert 0. Miller, died last year.
the actual costs of delivery.
+•
If this is passed by the Senate and
Effie
was
born on a farm near
Miss
becomes law, then parcel post rates
Harris Grove, the second of eight
would be increased by approximately
children-five boys and three girls-NEW YORK (AP)- Craig Hall is a
65 per cent. This would virtually tura
book because I wanted to help those
By The Associated Press
born to W. F. ( Willie ) and Elvira modest-appearing, low-key, deliberate
who think the same way I did and are
over such business to private carriers
Today is Friday, May 12, the I32xid
Elizabeth Cole Swann. Only she and a author with a full command of his
mainly the United Parcel Service, day of 1978. There are 233 days left in
unsure of opportunities."
brother, Bunn Swann, who lives on subject matter.
which lobbied in favor of the proposal. the year.
Opportunity for Hall is the presence
Poplar Street, are still living.
Last year he took a rare vacation, if
Mainly those who will suffer from this
of poorly managed properties he can
Today's highlight in history:
in
She
grade
went
as
far as the 8th
that is what it may be called, and
acquire and turn into profitable
proposal will be individuals mailing
On this date in 1949, the Soviets anschool, going to the Harris Grove and completed the manuscript for a
packages and not businesses which are nounced that the 328-day blockade of
operations, raising both the tenants'
far
Lynn
Grove schools. "That was as
financial self-help book. At the time he
living conditions and the new owners
_
already wring through the private land routes to isolated West Berlin had
lut YOU could go then," she laughed, was worth only $6 million.
assets.
carriers.
been lifted.
the
reminding me that this was before
In the year it took to edit and produce
HEARTLINE: My mother was in the
"Hall buys lemons and makes
On this date:
turn of the century. "You had to go to the book, "The Real Estate Turlemonade," said an associate, only
• hospital and she had to have blood
1774, the Boston Committee of
that."
Bowling Green to go higher than
naround," just published by Prenticepartly in jest. Hall actually called his
given to her. Can you tell me if Correspondence proposed that the
From then on through her teens, her Hall, the writer's assets grew. He's now
biggest acquisition, a 1,145-apartment
Medicare will cover this? - D.R.
American colonies suspend trade with
her
life was centered around helping
worth more than $10-million, he said in
complex about 30 miles from Detroit,
• Medicare Part "B" Medical Britain.
mother and older sister care for and an interview.
Lemontree."
Insurance will not pay for thelirst three
"The Lord is gracious, and full of
In 1820, the English woman who
raise the other children."But I was old
Craig Hall, chief executive officer of
He defines a good prospect for turpints of blood, but will pay 80 per cent of founded modern nursing, Florence
compassion; slow to Anger, and of
- enough'to date, and I can tell you I had 12 corporations, general partner in $70
naround as a property which meets four great mercy." Psalm 145:8
the reasonable charges for any blood Nightingale, was both in Florence,
a good time," she quipped. "My sister million of profitable rental properties,
We can be thankful that God's
essential
conditions:
above the first three pints.
Italy.
and I were always going to a party at joint venturer with Time Inc. in a
iustice is balanced by His compassion.
-It
is
producing
For people who do not understand
substantially
less
In 1932, the body of the kidnapped
"somebody's house." In fact, it was at national racquetball chain, is 27 years
But how compassionate 'are yoy in
income than warranted by its cost, size
-Medicare, Heartline has written a book infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
one of these parties the she met "Mr. old.
your dealings with others?
and other characteristics. to assist you. You can order this book 'Lindbergh was found in a wooded area
Johnny," her husband of 65 years.
And one of the most respected real
-The location is fundamentally good.
by sending $1.75 to Heartline's Guide to it; Hopewell, IS: J.
He lived on a nearby farm, and she estate men in the country.
•
--The construction is basically sound.
Medicare at 1t4 E. Dayton St. West
In 1943, the World War II light for
ABOUT THIS PAGE
had known him at school, but, ap"I have no magic that others d0/11
-The owner is ready to admit the
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please allow North Africa ended with the German
Editorials, columns and. other
parently, he hadhadhis eye secretly on have; a lot of people have the same
financial problems of the property, at
six weeks for delivery.
opinionated articles on thispage are
surrender of Cape Bon in Tunisia.
her for some time. One,day, he came to ability ," he said the other day. He
least to himself.
Iff:ARTIINE: lam 66 years old and!
presented for the purpose of
In 1965, West German and Israel
their
her
home
and
told
and
Miss
Effie
didn't smile; he meant it,"I_ wrote the
When Hall first considered purdraw a very small Social Security established diplomatic relation.
providing a. forum :for the-freesister
that
a
that
party
for
was
planned
chasing Lemontree, then called Knob_check. I was born in a European
exchange of differing opinions.
In 1972. 83 people perished in • the
night at a certain home.
on-the Lake, bankruptcy seemed imcountryand I came to the.United States collision of a British refrigerator ship
Times
Ledger
&
We at The Murray Ledger Al
Wrray
"Of
and
course,
up
we
saddled
minent, but Hall determined that the
when I was very young. I never became and a Liberian tanker off Argentina.
Times
strongly believe that to limit
went,"
she
the
said,
in
"my sister
construction ,was ,§uperior and ...its -opinionated_ articles.to only- those .,
a citizen of this rountry. In addition to
..... :Walter L.41149094140 _
Ten years ago: A cilimonstration
saddle
and
me
John
behind.
hanging
on
McCutcheon
B. Gene
features promotable.
having'a`very small incorbeI alsii have against poverty began in Washington,
which parrallel the editorial
was at the party, and suddenly came
• roe Murray usual assure& la pubtabed
Fre didn't just acquire and hope. As
very few resources. Would I be eligible D.C., with a Mother's Day march led by
July 4, Christeteept
Sundays.
philosophy of this newspaper would
afternoon
every
over to me and said, 'I've come to be
by
Thanksgiving
always, he went into the deal after
mas Day, New Year's Day and
ler . Supplemental Security Income }Wren:it-king, widow of Martin Luther
be a disservice to our readers.
with you and I'm gonna take you hame
Mairray Newvapers, Inc., 103 N 4th St.,
developing a MAP, or management
(SSI) even though I am not a citizen of
Second Class Postage Paid at
Therefore, we encourage readers
071
1
Murray,
r
4
•
King Jr.
••••••..o.,
after the party.' After that, it was only a
action plan. He had determined in adi rray KKyY'
this country?-J.S.
who
do not agree with an editorial
Five years ago: U.S. Secretary of
by
served
areas
In
RATFS
of
matter
time
were
SUBSCRIPTION
before we
vance just what was possible. He was
If your income and resources meet
stand or the ideas presented by an
carriers, 12.50 per month, payable in ad% anre
State William •Rogers arr'i'ved in
married."
Benton.
UIrready to move.
Hy mail in Calloway County and In
the qualification levels then you could
individual . writer in a column' or
Mexico, hitfirst stop on a tour of eight
.4-4,+
cb. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. K arat
He talked creditors out of forechising.
receive SSI Benefits. Being a citizen is
To. $1920 per
other article, to respond with their
and
Pw-year.
Buchanan
Latin:American nations.
Paris,
Theirs
always
churchhas
been
a
destinations, $1S 00 per
As always, he &surveyed tenants to
year By rrvall to other
not one of the criteria for drawing SSI - One year ago: A pipeline rupture and
_
feeliags
_
,on the particular issues .
family
going
and much of their life was
year
determine needs, and he catered to
as long as you have heen Igally ad- fire at an oilfield In Saudi Arabia
being discussed with a letter to the
Member of Associated Press. Kantoday Mins
centered there. For years, Mr. Johnny
Publishers
Newspaper
them,,,He improved security. He adAsia mum anc/Southern
mitted to the United States. as a pereditor. 3atnkcfowit
tern. s arily cut off more than _hey of
:,
-WA ttleISUgiesiier,81.411141paing maperl.
kfkr
-r„-*ii:-...isortimag-idseamePeeits.asaeaktkot•-seeeP
:Abel fesidenr.
.$ t.
petenle=t:
Urettnif.
:
'f
1 • .219res nt
51.:K.sfir,"""t:crunIrli*"1-1,
JOhnesissairieadirglingtrg: 're"111614"hcni:rusinessreula,t1:17ain1;"1“.Ertnr4414-110:07tal,natme,Kt
TirilTiPlaisoraarceursa.
-'''ratiy'i'blithdays• YAW*
notlitieWilfardstirell"bitlitinliette wit&
— for a big meeting,"Miss Effie recalled.
edger 61 Times al. well as all other AT'seas
Appreciative tenants agreed to
the Army Reserve in the early 1950s, coach Yogi Berra is 53 years old.
a reader feels that the issue merits
and
he
led
into
invitational
the
old
higher rents in exchange for superior
Would he be eligible for burial in a
the attention of the general public,
Composer Burt Bacharach is 49.
753-1916
hymn, 'Are You Coming to Jesus
service, a tenant characteristic Hall
753-1111
we welcome a letter to the editor or
national cemetery if he should pas.s
Thought for today: Goodness is the
itillaft
(3111.4111
Tonight?'
753-111$
believes is almost universal. In 17
an
away?-14.R.
Authored article on whatever that
only investment that never fails ,
753-11111
At that,' MY -old man, Mr. Enoch
News andlIllegta Dept
months occupancy rose to 97 percent
The only' way Reservists and
topic might be. :
Henry David Thoreau, American
Sherman, who was 87 at the time, stood
from 58 percent
National Gua-rchunen are eligible for
writer, 18174862,
ACTS 10:21-25
Cornelius, a Gentile, was a military
officer in command of a hundred
soldiers at Caesarea. He was a Godfearing, duty-performing ,alms-giving,
and prayer-offeriug man. To him God
vouchsafed a vision in which he saw an
angel approaching him. Itnagine the
thrill that came to him when the angel
directed him as to what he should do,
namely, send to Joppa and ask for
Peter, who would instruct him.
_
To Peter God vouchsafed.a special
vision as a softening-up process to get
him in a state of readiness to receive
the servants of Cornelius when they
-arrived on the-scene7Thus, we see that
God was working at both ends of the
line, as is true so frequently. God used
this vision to show Peter how he ought
to regard the Gentiles and to teach him.
;a much-needed lesson about -the
necessity of carrying the gospel to
them.The purpose of this -vision was to
teach Peter that the Gentiret Were
admissible to the privileges of
Christianity.
Enlightened and directed by the Holy
Spirit as to what he should do, accompanied by his brethren as reliable
witnesses in the event they should be
needed, Peter went with the heavenly
messengers to the home of Cornelius,
who was awaiting his arrival with great
anticipation and expectation. When
Peter approached Cornelius, the latter
fell on his knees atthe feet of the former
in an act of reverence an homage. Peter
rerninded Cornelius that, inasmuch as
Ise was only a man. he did not deserve
such homage. After having Cornelius
to arise, eeter entered the house and
found an interesting audience composed of the relatives and friends of
Cornelius. Peter inquired as to why his
-present* was- desired-b? them, er 4er
what.purpOse .they had sent for bin,
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Jack Givens To Speak
At Southwest Banquet

Carlton, Phils Beat Seaver,-Reds, 4-1 LA Loses
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
If there's one team that
Steve Carlton enjoys beating,
it's the Cincinnati Reds.. If
there's one pitcher, it's Tom
Seaver.

ok, Carlton has been thoroughly facing Seaver. That inspired a
enjoying himself in recent genuine grin from the usually
stoic Carlton.
days.
"It was one of the sweetest
For the second time in less
weeks, the victories of the year," said
two
than
Philadelphia Phillies' left- Carlton after pitching a sixhander tamed the Reds while hitter to whip the Reds 4-1
_
.
Thursday night. "I can't
_remember beating Tom very
often."
It was only the second brill'
he's beaten Seaver in their
last 10 decisions. The firstwas
last week, a 12-1, victory in
-Cincinnart.-Until-then,.r.arI Via
had an 0-8 record against
-"Tom Terrific," dating back
461970.
Elsewhere in the National
kague, the St. Louis Cardinals blanked the Los
-2-0; the San
'Angeles Dodgefs
Francisoc GianET-riinmed the
Pittsburgh Pirates 6-2; the
' Chicago Cubs edged the San
Diego Padres 4-3 and the New
York Mets nipped the Montreal Expos 3-2. The Boston
Red Sox defeated the
Baltimore Orioles 5-4 in the
American League, which had
two rainouts — California at

en Toe buy a Case garden.
. tractor you buy a system...
tough attachments to Wow,
till, haul, clear snow. If
you've had,it with flimsy
machines on your place.
get or over to our place
asit theses:Coma in
furs denseestration.
•

•

BUFFALO, N.Y.(AP) — In
blunt language, a group of
civic leaders has asked John
Y. Brown, co-owner of the
homeless Buffalo Braves
basketball franchise, for a
meeting to discuss the future
of the National Basketball
.,
-Association club.
"I think he Should give-usthe same Courtesies he is
showing „other cities," said Al
Abgott, chairman of the Erie
County Legislature.
On *Monday, the club broke
leacP Jot— mPryinital
_Auditorium, Where it has
played home games since the
team's inception in 1970. Since
then, Brown has been investigating Dallas and Birmingham, Ala. as possible
new homes for the Braves.
• "We all agree on one thing,"
Abgott said. "John Y. Brown
has to stop knocking. the
romrnunity everwhere he
goes. He might be better off to
realize that this is a known
, market."

'BASEBALL
SOFTBALL

Detroit and Minwesota at
Chicago.
Greg lAizinski's home .run
and a two-run triple by Richie
Hebner backed Canton's
pitching. In the third inning,
Luzinski pounded a basesempty homer, his seventh of
the year. The Phillies knocked
out Seaver in the eighth on
Hebner's two-ilun triple.
I
In contrast to Carlton's
euphoria was Seaver's disinDy
after losing his fourth game infive decisions.
"No matter what road you
want to take," he told writers
after the game, "I lost 4-1."
The Cincinnati ace kept
repeating the known fact in
front of his locker: "I lost44."
'Cardinals 2, PoSilLerlit.
Bob Forsch fired a threehitter for his third shutout of
the season and Ted Simmons
broke a scoreless tie with a
seventhinning home run as St.
Louis defeated Los Angeles.
Giants6,Pirates 2
Left-hander Bob Knepper
pitched a six-hitter and Jack
Clark and Willie McCovey
belted run-scoring triples,
carrying San Francisco past
'Pittsburgh. The victory was
the Giants' fifth in theit_ last
six games.
Cubs 4,Padres 3
Pinch-hitter Rudy Meoli

stroked a ninth-inning, basesloaded single to lead Chicago
over San Diego. The Cubs
loaded the' bases as Bobby
Murcer singled and stole
second and Steve Ontiveros
and Joe Wallis walked.
Mets 3, Expos 2
Bobby Valentine singled in
the go-ahead run in the eighth
inning, leading New York past
Montreal. Winner Pat Zachry
gave up six hits and two
earned runs in seven innings

of work.
Red Sox 5, Orioles 4
A two-run homer by Jim
Rice, his 11thof the season
and sixth in the last 11 games,
Boston
over
triggered
Baltimore. Rice, who has
driven in 19 runs while hitting
safely in • 10 of his last 11
garnet, connected off
DenisMartz
following - a leadoff
'single by Jerry Remy in the
third mmng.

Jack Givens, second alltime scoring leader for the
basketball
1978
NCAA
champions the University of
Kentucky, will speak at Southwest Elmentary's all sports
banquet Saturday, May 20.
The speech will precede an
exhibition game featuring
Givens,- forward James Lee,
Centers Rick Robey and Mike
Phillips in Mayfield Saturday
night, May 20.
Givens is scheduled to speak

at 4:3kp. m. that day. The all
sports banquet will follow his
appearance.
Former UK star Stan Key,
an
now
administrative
assistant to Murray State
University President Constantine Curtis, will introduce
Givens.
At-cording to Southwest
principal Roy Cothran, the
banquet will not be open to the
general public but to student
athletes and their parents.

Bjorn Borg May Default In Wor
DALLAS(AP) — The World
Championship of Tennis
finals, stung when defending
champion Jimmy Connors
refused to return, faces a
possible semifinals default
tonight by topseeded Bjorn
Borg, who is suffering from a
painfully infected right
thumb.
Borg, seeking his second
WCT title, is scheduled for a
semifinals match tonight with
Vitas Gerulaitis. He told one
Swedish writer on Thursday
night that the odds were "50-

50" he would play.
"Dr. Phil Berry, the tournament physician, has given
Bjorn an injection and has
advised him to practice
tomorrow to see how it feels,"
WCT spokesman Bob Yates
said Thursday night.
The 21-year-old Swedish
star cut shoit a morning
practice session Thursday and
passed up .,a scheddied
practice Thursday afternoon.
writer
Rolf
Swedish
Svensson visited with Borg on
Thursday sight and said, "He

couldn't hold . racquet. He
said it hurt like there was a
knife in it."
WCT trainer Bill Norris sal
Borg rubbed a blister AI'
callous on the thumb while
defeating Dick 'Stockton in
four sets Tuesday night. The
blister became infected
Wednesday, Norris added.
Meanwhile, unhera144Ca rrado- Barszzufti -wore
down second-seeded Brian
with
airtight
Gottfried
baseline play and passing
shots in the quarter-finals

Thursday night for a 6-4, 2-6, 16,6-1,6-3 victory.
The 140-pound Italian meets
Eddie Dibbs in tonight's other'
semifinal match. Dibbs
needed only 85 minutes to
crush lethargic Ilie Nastase,63, 6-3, 6-0, in a peaceful'
rematch of last year's volatile
quarter-finals confrontatiOn
between the two.

Man o'War raced 21 times in
his career and was an odds-on
favorite each time.

CA1101
biters or

•
50mETHING FOR THE
US.OLYMPIC ATHLETES... •
A $1000,000-DONATION.

Me
Coll

As you may know, our Olympc athletes are not government Subsidized. So they need money to train now if
they're going to win in Moscow in 1980.
Here's our plan: Toyota and your participating Toyota
dealer will make a donation for the U.S. Olympic team
every time a new Toyota car or truck is sold through June
30th,1978. Help us make our sales goal, so we can give
$1,000,000 or more, to help- build a tough U.S. team.
• When you buy anew Toyota:, you'll also_get a specially,
designed Olympic pin, patch, and a certificate thanking
you for your support Now you can get a,tough Toyota,
and a tough Olympic them.

Team Uniforms for
Ladies & Men
Fastest service 8. finest
quality available!

SPECIAL TEAM
-DISCOUNTS

FORT W
— Steve ?
been a cat
a pickpock

-Rack

POO
• 1$-some d

Com-Operi

•Recres
Fuss,

SOMETHING FOR YOU...
A CHANCE AT $1,000000 •
IN PRIZES. ENTER NOW!
Three "Gold.Medar Arst-prIzes, worth over
$134,000 each. How'd you like to win all,of thisTA
$100,000 condominium in Snowmass, Colorado.
Two brand-new Toyotas. $5,000 in AMF Sports
Equipment. A Nikon FM Camera. A $1,000 Levi
Shopping Spree. A 3-week trip for Iwo to Moscow,
Munich, and Montreal, with r.$10,000 in pocket
money And a Sony Color TV„ in case you get bored.
That's just the first prize.Three lucky people wilhivin
them Good luck!
„
Ten "Silver Medal" second prizes. Every "Silver
Medal" winner will receive a Toyota Corolla SR-5
Liftback, a-$1,000 AMF SpOrts Shopping Spree, a
Nikon FM Camera, and a one-week trip for two to
the European Track and Field Championships in
Pragu-e, Czech0
- s- luvai-a.-And $2,500
1000 "Bronze Medal" third prizes. A Nikon FM
35mm Camera With 50mmf2.--lips. Nice ta
around evenif-.you can't ma444o.the games.
How to enter: Just go to your participating Toyota
dealer and fill ait an entry fop.There's nothing.to
buy,no sentences to complete. But do it soon. Your
Olympic-sized chance to win it big ends June.30th.
• The Million-Dollar-Dash for the Olympic Games.'

Sizos 1-13

BATS
$650
ALSO DUDLEY RESTRICTED FLIGHT BALLS IN STOCK

You_ asked for it. You got it. Toyota.

oeale+s! U,S, hceinmia,do.van
1s446616uoi4Aryisowelovirleorphertedoyisor4-.—..i6r•-•-g,------

- Complete /Loss avaolablea,j!arjicsotkeg
•

:1970 krou* Yu1o,
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flowiefltThtinony
Of Old Basketball Theorem

uet
•

t day. The all
will follow he,

.tar Stan Key,
• ministrative
urray State
esident Conwill introduce
; Southwest
Cothran, the
be open to the
but,to student
parents.

for a 6-4, 2-6, 1Italian meets
tonight's other
tch. Dibbs
minutes to
Ilie Nastase,6a peaceful'
year's volatile
confrontatien

MARSHALL SLIDE - A Marskell County IN.flyer Woo seal, bee second is Thur.y'a b000lidi mos between Gamey
County and Marshall County. The Marshall: boot the Loiters end .eve to regional piny.

ced 21 times in
as an odds-en
e.

The baseball season is over
for Calloway County High but
coach Joe Stonecipher says
he's looking-toiteetseasow--.
Marshall Couety scored two
in the second and three in the
Philadelphia found that out
By HAL BOCK
third and eventually went on
the hard way, dropping three
AP Sports Writer
to
win 6-0 Thursday
When Dr. Naiernitff climbed of the first four games.of their
Basketball
eliminating Calloway County his ladder and hung those National
and'-Moving on to Region H peach baskets, he created a Association semifinal playoff
play. Murray High advanced game
multi- as _Washington stripped the
that
is
to regional plat, by ,beating dimensional.
Sixers of their offense and shot
The
fiolgs in an al/ten casual
Marshall County WedtiesdaY. Philadelphia
76ers óc- huge .
"We were using a main-stay casionally remember 'that defense.
w.as _ a cue
of fi eehmen and sophomores emporia-at- pieta- of--afe___
fused, disorganized outfit
with less experience," formation,
Stonecipher said following the
There is offense and there is going into Game 5, and, in the
_game."We haveto get headed defense. One without the other words of Washington Coach.
to next year now.",
is next to worthless and when Dick Mott.% "They were ready
The game went scoreless in both are missing in action, so to fold their tents," •
But suddenly, the Bullets
the first inning. In the top of is your team. The 76ers are
the second Vaughn of Mar, eloquent testimony to that decided to play a little
shaltun y walked,-Varr-basketball-theorenft7-----The Sixers would be and that's why the Sixers are
Meter walked, and two runs
scored on a passed ball bet- dynamite- in your local still alive, peeking out from
ween second and third. playgrounewith their razzle, behind that giant-sized eight
Calloway County didn't score dazzle slam dunks and one-one ball for a sixth game tonight.
Playing a tougher defense
one racehorse offense that is
in the second. ,
In the third, Foust of sometimes- hampered by the than they had displayed in the
Marshall County led off with a nest; rule requiring each five- entire series, and generating
double, Copeland had a base man team to play with only the usual race-horse. offense,
the Sixers survived with a 107hit and scored Foust. Two one ball at a time.,
more runs scored on errors.
Every so often, the Sixers 94 victory in Game 5.
The gam started as a runrun into a team that plays a
Calloway failed to score:
Marshall County scored more disciplined, down-to- and-sheet contest, the kind Of
again in the seventh on a base earth game, a.team like the basketball at which the 76ers
hit to center field and a two Washington 'Bullets. And excel. After six minutes, the
that's when the dunkers get Bullets had made one of their
base error.
first 11 shots and Philadelphia.
in hot water.
themselves
County
made
five
Calloway
On paper, man for man,the led 11-3.
errors, Marshall County none,
The racehorse start played
Marshall County had four Bullets can't match up to the
walks, Calloway County three. Sixers. But they-don't play this into the 76ers' hands. Once
paper. And they had a lead, they maingame on
. came
at, r
0
Bynum-es-...........
getters4b,--,s--ftrr•r-rre-t-,,,,..-.- 2 4- 1
3- 0'
McCuiston-tf
Edwards-35
3
0
Garland-Ft
alt
3
0
1
McCallum-1f
2
Ragers-p
0
.2
MeCallister-11
2
0
Barrow
I
0
TotaLs
Calloway
21 a 3
25 6 8
Mar-Shall
inflifilireer""4-

CaliserwKe.

0 c; 0 0 0

o

In Classic
CALLOWAY CUT - A Calloway County High batter takes a swing at the hall in baseball action Thursday afternoon between the
[alters and Marshall County. The Marshals won 6-0 and advance to regional play along with Murray High.

Meluyk One Putts 12 Holes, Takes Lead
Colonial Invitational&IfTourney

over

_

this?-A
orado
Spoil
10 Levi
oscow,
•ocket
bored

FORT WORTH,Texas(AP) With the velvet touch of a
- Steve Melnyk could have safecracker, he one-putted 12
been a cat burglar_Or at least consecutive holes Thursday
and escaped with the firsta pickpocket.
round lead in the 000,000
Colonial National Invitational
golf tournament.
"I'm erriba massed to tell
you haw many putts I had,"
the former U.S. -amateur
champion
said with a grin
POOL TABLES
after pasting a 5-under-par 65
(Home & Commercial)
that broke up a five-way
Coin-Operated Amusement
deadlock at 66.
Machines
Against a background of
Recreational Lamps
Fussbali Tables
lightning, thunder and semiTable Tennis Tables
darkness, Melnyk calmly
8. Playing Accessories
dropped a six-foot birdie putt
WE DELIVER AND INSTALL
on the final hole and beat a
P0 Bh. 609
cloudburst by a long eyelash.
601 E 14th St
That putt was only his 22nd
Owensboro Ky 42301
of the warm, windy afternoon,
C:sil Collect (502)926.4248
and was the final indignity
linposed ,upon the ,pr_otid
Colonial, which. yielded a

near-record 26 subpar rounds
for openers.
Thus, Melnyk, 31, a nonwinner in eight years on the
tour, took a one-shot lead into
today's secopd round of the 72hole chase for a $40,000 top
prize.'
The quartet at his heels
included Lee Trevino, the 1976
Coldnial champ, who flirted
with first place until he took a
bogey at the 17th and thett7
narrowly missed a tying 36foot birdie putt on No. 18.
"I'm hitting the driver so
good, I gotta dial the operator
for long distance after I hit it,"
he chuckled. ,
Also at 66 were Fuzzy
Zoeller, Gil Morgan and Mike
Sullivan. Sullivan, 23, was in
the sunrise trio first off the tee
while the other leaders were
among the late finishers.
r

Melnyk attributed a postion
of his putting success to a
lesson from Crenshaw and
admitted the 22-putt performance was his best ever.
He one-putted every green
from the seventh hole through
the 18th.
"I didn't hit any good golf
shots I'd consider particularly
memorable, but I didn't hit
any real bad golf shots
either," the former University
of Florida golfer said.

PORTLAND, Maine - Ken
Rosewall of Austrapa advanced to a semifinal meeting
with Gene Mayer by defeating
Gene Scott 6-2, 4-6, 6-2 in the
opening round of the $15,009
Downeast Tennis Classic.
Mayer defeAted 21-year-old
Billy lillaWan on iitiaight sets,63,6-4,
In another quarter-final
match, - Colin
Dibley
overpowered Bill Scanlon 6-1,
6-0.
The Tim Noonan-Peter
Fleming match was postponed
to Friday because Fleming
vearin Dallas for the WCT
finals.

Thompson and the rest of his
SEATTLE (AP) - It all
lOka -so aireple. -Stop-David Denver _teammate_s_ _knew
Thompson and you've stopped exactly where they stand.
"We're'still in this series.
the Denver Nuggets.
Actually, no one is going to But we've got to win one game
stop Thompson, the Nuggets' here," he said.
6-foot-4 'guard and one of the
, premier shotmak'ers in the :"My shots just aren't
Basketball dropping. I haven't been
National
_shooting the ball that well,"
Association.
4.1But the Seattle SuperSonice, continued Thompson, Denapplying some old-fashioned ver's leading scorer in the
chest-to-chest defense, have regular season."I missed a lot
cooled off the Denver star and of easy shots (Wednesday
night). If I'd made all the
the Nuggets ate feeling it.
scored 35
'Dennis Johnson, the Sonics' layins I had,I'd have
•
•
6-4 guard, shadowed Thom- points.
pson throughout Wednesday
"Bal, Marvin ( Webster) is
playoff
game. pretty intimidating in there."
night's
Thompson wound up hitting
Denver's plan was to get-the-just 6 of 19 shots and the Sonics ball inside to Dan Issel, their
won 105-91 to take a 2-1 lead in 6-9 center. But Marvin
their best-of-seven Western Webster, Seattle's 7-1 center
Conference championship and a former Nugget, ruined
series.
that strategy.
Game 4 of the series is
scheduled for tonight in the •We dropped back and
Coliseum, where the .Sonics clogged the 'middle," said
have won 18 straight - six in Seattle Coach Lenny Wilkens.
the playoffs. A loss tonight "When you drive and go up in
would 'virtually end -the the air and the middle is
Nuggets' chances in the clogged, the only pass has to
• go out, not in."
iseries.

Wined it with a collapsing
defense that made sure yayes
had two men on him
everytime the , ball came his
-way.
•
"The defense-was no
unique," said Philadelp
Coach Billy Cunningham:"
ws just people determined
_get_ the _job done__ _ The_ guee
communicated on defense
beautifully. That's where the
game was for us. The offense
was generated by the
defense."
Communication, of course,
has not always been a strong
been caught bickering with
each other more than once.
But on Wednesday, they
played together with an intensity they had rarely
displayed in thisseries.
.
Motta thinks that intensify
will belong to the Bullets OR
their home court tonight.
"We're going home an:d
that's better for us," he said.
-We have to play the way we
are supposed to play and we'll
be in good shape."
That means a controlled,
disciplined game that leaves
the free-lancing to the 76ers.
There's always time for the
brand .,of
playground
basketball in the eurnmet

lasers sub-par performance
underscored Denver's inside
troubles. The leading scorer in the first two
games of the, series, Issel
collected just 13 points on 6for-17 shooting. He prayed 13
minutes in the second half
after being called for his
fourth personal foul early in
the third period.
The Nuggets also must find
a way to stop Fred Brown,
who has bounced off the bench
and bombed Denver in the
final period-of-13W last two
games.

•

Brown tossed in1 of his 17
points in the fourth period
and
Wednesday
night
teammate John Johnson
scored 10 of his team-high 20
points in the final 12 minutes
as the Sonics won going away.
"Brown made some unbelievable shots," said
Thompson. "There's not much
you can do on those one.:
handers. They either.so in or
they don't go in."
-

Security federal
Savings & Loan
has.

George Burns knocked a 1iron in the hole at the par-5
first green for a double-eagle
deuce, the first in Colonial's
30-year history. But he gave
back the three strokes on the
10th with a triple bogey and
finished at 32-38--70. •
"Twenty people saw the
double eagle," he quipped.

Inflation Proof Mortgage Loan

"Silver
SR-5
•ree, a
two to
hips in

;; 171 liAl

on FM'
haVe
.s.
Toyota
hing to
•n. Your
e 30th
ames
rivecs
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U 1Y
GLYMPir

Come Anytime Mon.-Sat.
We're Open Till Dark Just For You!
Miles South of Murray on 841

MAL HOMING

LENDER

"k

How Many Times Has Your
Mortgage Loan Interest gate
Gone Up In The Last 3 Years?

vow

$.10.• •••Doe
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Murray Girls
Tennis Team
Beats Tilghman
The Murray High School
girls tennis team defeated
Paducah Tilghman 8-1 in a
match played Thursday afternoon.
The Murray team won all
singles matches with candy
Jackson beating Sara Abble 81; Robyn Burke over Ann
Keiler 8-0; Carol Dick over
Becky Heath 8-3; Cathy
Outland over Laura Dyer 8-1;
Star Jones over Metzger 8-0
and Catherine Dick over Jan
Stairs 8-1.
In doubles competitiot,
will be focused mainlron the
men's 100-meter and 200- Jackson and Burke defeated
mr-tor !inches, _in_ which_ Abble and Keller 8-2; Carol
Jamaican national sports hero Dicirancl-Outtarirr beat Heath
Don Quarrie will be trying for and Dyer 8-2; and Jones and
Catherine nick lost to Metzger
a double.
Lining up in the sprints and Stairs 9-8.
against Quarrie will be The next match for the MHS
standout Americans Houston girls will be at Mayfield
McTear, Steve Wijliams, Monday.
Steve Riddick and Clancy
Edwards, plus Cuba's Silvio
Leonard.
Other top entries include
world record holder Filbert
Bayi of Tanzania in the 1,500
meters, 1976 Olympic 400meter hurdles -champion
Edwin Moses of Morehouse
College in the 110-meter and
400-meter hurdles, 1972
Olympic champion Randy
Willianillin the Ring jump and
two-time-women's Olympic
sprint champion • Irene
Szewinsia- Of-Poland in the
200-and 400-meter dashes.

By BERT ROSENTHAL
"When I broke the record, I
AP Sports Writer
was going head to head with
KINCSTON, Jamaica AP)
Dwight When I jump alone I
-Fran
acao is fighting find it
more difficult."
.ii psychological battle Fierce competition,
against the high jump bar.
however- is not Jacobs'
Jacobs; the 20-year-old
biggest obstacle towards
'sophomore from Fairleigh
gaining the record; it is his
Dickinson University, was one
mental struggle with the bar,
of the sensations of the 1978
"It's not hard to get over
indoor track and field season.
seven feet now," he explains.
- He raised the high jump
'Then the bar goes to 7-2 and
record to 7 feet, 714. inches after that, it's 7-4 and 7-5.
an incredible 231.4 inches
-It's only a matter of a
above his head.
couple of inches, but as the bar
• But later, 19-year-old
.keeps going up ... 7-6 sounds
Vladither Yashenko of the
'-'41wfully high ... 7-7, that's
Soviet Union, who had held the
something else ... 7-8, that's
world outdoor record of_7-73/4,
broke both his own mark and incredible ... and 7-94, that's
outasight."
Jacobs' by clearing 7-8L2 at
Jacobs said he hoped to face
the
European
Indoor
Yashenko later in the paella •
Championships in Italy.- -Since then, Jacobs hex been U.S.-Russian dual- Pied -hi,
trying to overtake Yadieekita --Berkeley, Calif..- Be beat
Stones last week at a.meet hi
*cord,
Angeles.
He gets another chance -T,ris
The attention o( the eruud
tonight in the international.
star-studded Norman Manley
Games, before an expected
Crowd of 25,000-30,000 at
National Stadium: '
•
-Oh, how I'd like to clear 7Jacobs-says.— --But the competition might
aoi--be strong enough to spur
him to such great heights.
The 54-hole tournament will
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
Yashenko is not competing,
- Louisiana State, taking end Saturday, with Georgia
nor is former indoor and
advantage of an off day by still the choice to claim its 19th
outdoor world record holder
individual favorite Chip Beck SEC crown. ISU has won 13
Dwight Stones of the United
N.
States. Also missing is 1976 of Georgia, carried a one-shot league titles.
ladiftiver
Ricky
Georgia,
ranked
Sims
No.
of
Mississippi
Olympic champion Jacek
2. nationally, .into today's State had the second best
Wszola of Poland.
second
round
of
the score of Thursday's round, a
"I need good, strong
Southeastern Conference Golf 72
competition," says
Tournament.
Sims'
round
helped
Heck, recent winner of the Mississippi State move into
tough Southern Intercollegiate third place with 384, one shot
Championships at Athens, ahead Of Florida, Auburn was
Ga., altruggled tow to-over-par fifth with 3t17, followed in
82 Thursday, and his total was order by Kentucky with 393;
not included in the Bulldogs' Alabama, Mississippi and
team score of 379. ISU,led by Tennessee with 397 each, and
Greg Marlowe's 73, had a 378 Vanderbilt with 419.
total.
Georgia's Robert Donald
With Beck falling out of and LSU's Gary Marlowe
contention in the individual were tied for third inchase, Florida's Bill Bniton dividually at 73 and four
fired the only subpar round of others were deadlocked at 74
the day, a 71, to take medalist - Kentucky's
Russell
honors on the 7,029-yard. par Cochran and Carter Maties,
72 Shoal Creek Country Club Auburn's - Ricky Smallridge
course_
and Georgia's Griff Moody.

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
National League
MONTREAL
E XPOS-Recalled Dan Schatr EXHAUST PIPES
zder, pitcher, from Denver of
FORMING
the American Association.
r EXPANDING
FOOTBALL
Natioda/ Football League
BUFFALO BILLS-Signed
Tom Dempsey, placekicker
and
Gerald
Blanton,
linebacker. Signed Clyde
McCormick, cornerback and
David Fowler, quarterback, to
free-agent contracts.
KANSAS CITY CHIEFSSigned Emmitt Thomas,
cornerback, to two one-year
contracts.
LOS ANGELES RAMSSigned
Stan
Johnson,
defensive tackle:. Ron Smith,
wide receiver and Andre
Midersonrn defensive end, to
analaar contracts.
NEW
YORK
JETS-Claimed Brian Nemeth,
tight end and Anthony Terry,
- 63.95. 4th
.,,,ounerback, on waivers frau
the San Francisco tiers.
Phone 753-9868
---Signed Rudy Di-Pietro',
• running back Jim .Harrell,
pip* banding
to your specs.
r TAILPIPES
DUALS

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER

Chuck White, and Bobby
Jones, wide receivers, to freeagent contracts.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS- Acquired Jim
Mandich, tight end, from the
Miami Dolphins in exchange
for Washington's eighth-round
draft choices in
1979 and
1118.
BASKETBALL
National
Basketball
Association
^ SAN ANTONIO SPURSSigned Doug Moe, head•coach,
to a new contract. SOCCER
North American Soccer
League
NEW
YORK-Commissioner Phil- Woosnam
suspended and fined Mike
Dillon, defender, of the
Washington Diplomats for
four weeks-six games-for
abusive -conduct towards an
official.
COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY

OF

ALA-

14-811
LANDOVER, Md. (AP) -Philadelphia Coach Billy on-one, playground basket- Wednesday after being laid up.
-Bobby Dandridge says that if Cunningham predicts doom ball. But we can beat them with an ankle injury much of._
'
the Washington Bullets lose for the Bullets if therfall to playing better team ball. the series.
"It's good to get him back: I
tonight's playoff game to the conquer his club at the Capital Every time we do that, we
Philadelphia 76ers, the Centre.
have been tough in the entire never thought he • could7
possibly play so much Wedplayoffs," he said.
seventh game will have to be
"If they don't win Friday*,
"our best . game of the
Motta said his team was not nesday. Now I'm anxious to
they're in trouble," Cun- sharp with Wes Unseld see what he can do with more
season."
ningham said. "They'll have returning to the line-up work," Motta said.
-Once again the Bullets,- the home-court advantage
holding a 3-2 edge, will try to Friday, but they had better
wrap up "'the National make the most of it because
Basketball
Association there's no way they're gonna
Eastern Division series-this win back in Philly if it goes
time on their home court. If seven."
they lose, the final game of the
The Rullets bad a chance to
* series will be played in clinch the series Wednesday,
Don't waste time wondering sheet a fast way to get
Philadelphia Sunday.
pour bearings. Canme-your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
but Cunningham's team
When you've just moved you're prossod tor time.
fought a tough battle for a 107And the gifts, community and business information 1 bring
94 win.
wiif save your family time and money.
This is a niust game, n
-i-hiartrain you soon.
tel in
doubt about it," said
Bullets Coach Dick Motta
Dandridge_ "Okay, we can said the secret to heating the
still win all by beating-Philly 76ers is to play as a team.
<ifTerCfrZit
"There isn't any mystery to
up there Sunday, but it would
take our best game of the what we have to dt, to win. We
Kathryn Outland...753-3079
can't beat them playing oneseason to do that.

Get a headstart
In your new town.

MINTLETS ,
BUTTERLETS &
SPEARMINTLETS
YOU
cHotcer

There's simple
feminine fashion
in this pretty
mock • T-sleeve
knit top: with
boat neck, Jacquard chest trim.
In :sizes S-M-L.

Adorable print Rhumba sunsuit. Easy care PolyesterCotton, in sizes 9 to 24 months.
OUR REG. 63¢

MENS, BOYS & YOUTHS

11-0Z, RAID

BASKETBALL SNEAKERS

ANT & ROACH
=KILLER

77

3

.22

REt3. 4.99

13AMA-BIRMINGHA

CtilLDS SIZF

Named
Harry
Walker
baseball coach, effective
October, 1978.

Heavy duty canvas uppers with stripe trim. Full.cushioned arch and insole, skid resistant, flexible rubber
sole. Sizes ,11-2, 21
/
2-6 61
/
2-12.

3A1

111

HES..1,47RA ID aerosol-with the pene,trating vapor that kills bugs
dead.

36-0Z, PUPPY 66iFE.a

Tort Drive The Bast Sassessfal Imported Cu hariliiiiN
gisio„

THE VVI RABBIT Mein,

:For Yourself why the Rabbit is Ili le. Sallow.boated oar lit Unlit Ike
. ear eapitatsfiles world.

5" x 7" COLOR RtPRINT
t FROM COLOR NEGATIVE . .
r TO" COLOR REPRINT
FROM COLOR NEGATIVE,

..D.O.G FOOD
1.79

C.OUPOINLAIUSLACCOM PANY• OR DER _

Bel-Air Shopping Center

i

AN INVESTMENT

White's Camper Sales

Keel Purchase Tire

IN YOUR FUTURE

Your Auffisdzsd

Dealer
STARCRAFT
"f Hwy.54 East(4 mi. East)of
Murray 753-0605

lei & Chrrch Sur-Ilier
Reference & Inspirational
Bootle
Cower of Square
or.
unroraw

SCOTTS GROVI
Worship Service
II -00a m.
Emilia Worship
6 30 p.m.
IMMANUEL MISSIONARY
thmalsie Worship
11•00arn.
worship
6:30 p.m,
FIRST BAPTIST
• -11segig Worship
2000 am.
114molos Worship

753-

Bel-Air Center

Blackford House

=111=11

Acres of
Free PaIGUlig

RAIONIMIng Evening
wargbp
20111MIG SPRING

NORTNSIDE
ablemiW
moiming Wo
orshi
rshipp

Boyd's Auto Reludir
Gentled Boyd-Owner
-Ceaspime Artemstic Truism:41in' Service
-- ----Freatted- *figrienent-Camiplete Tsine.Up IL Repair Service191 S. /IA
_753-17al
Radiator L Auto Glass Service

Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
11
/
2 Mock E. of S. 12th
1444
,
Phew 751

Heating, Airt
-oesdltianing, Sheet NistaP5th S. Chestnut

753-4832

Creative Printers, Inc.
Quality Commercial Printing
808 Chestnut, Murray

-

Unfinished Furiniture
Gifts For All Occasions'

•mpied otallier's day loop* dillaroot,
lesaineK-Ilialtrenr day bilis, very sarey,
asighigrigniti
Sri negimano
and atillsgikm mmis oboes After legishande
Gni sidling'aro gl ea work sad sokral noisy
asisee and also haw foe their own jobs.
Akar wink itay not Mani to USA up the
hignalsold tiaras end prawn dinner foe a
ineagry fan*. _

NAM BAPTIST
limning Worship
Itirsnin Worship
:
W01 6:11 SPRINGS
Wtmitleg
uinima Worship
11:00a.m.
Mika*
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:45
Morning worship
10:45am.
Singing, Evening Wors. 5:M,6:00 p.m.
BL000 RIVER
Morning Worship
11:OD a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
KNOUT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 110 a.m
Evening Worship
7:50p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
:
1 51m
00ap.fn:
Evening Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11
. Morning Worship
Evening worship
7:00p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship
a..rt
m..
11:
.00p
-Evening Worship
CNN.;CORNER
• Morning Worship
11:00am.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE
. Morning Worship
11:OD a. m.
Evenuig Worship
6:45p M.
SALEINBAPTIfF •
Morning Worship
11:10am.
Evening Worship7:15p.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Morning WOrship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship
Al:00 a-.m.
Evening Worship 5:30 p.m.46:00p.m.
• sunwolrabip
day
AOlIi
sfeThool
ltOlt
_
IU NMI

,,

Clothes
404 Coldwater Rd.(121 Bypass)753-8660

Eastside Small
Engine Repair

TQ
--lifiirber's Any dame yew apona--atlas her ela the taighesoo days dot am an

Htvy. 94 East

s:

ancpWATER

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
We us* plastic &
stood treatment for

S.atoW Nara

Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILNAM- MGR.

Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental
Ky. Lake State Park

Ph. 474-2245

.
'It's Finger Lichen' Good'
Yry Ow Dads
- es Beef and lissi Seishichos
Call in Orders 753-7101
Sycamore at 12th

Murray Cableviston
Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center
South

Morning Services
Evening Services •
FAITH RAPTOR
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11•008 m
6:00p.m_
11:00a.m.
6:30 p.m.

LOCUST Gnu
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
CHESTNUT STRUT GENERAL
Sunday School
111:00 a.m.
•
Morning Worship
• • - 11:00 a.m.
mom MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Preaching
, 11:00 a.m. & 6:00p.m
Wednesday night
7.00 p.m
SPRING CREEK
BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
ST. JOHN BAPTIST CNURCII
Morning Worship
10.45 a.m
&Inlay School
9.30a.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH.
Wednesday Service
7.00p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
• 11:00 am.
Smoky Nfte
7:00p.m
NEW PROVIDENCE .
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Preaching Service
11 a.m.
Nightly Service
•
!Ls.m.
EAS1W00111 MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday Wiest
10.00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
7 00 p.m

12th St. - Murray
FIRST 01111SVAN
Worship Services 10-. 45 a.m.,6.00 p.m

Murray Memorial Gardens
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Serxice
641 North - 753-2654

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10 30 a m
Bible School
9. 30 a.m.
Evening Service
6.00 p.m.
mum OF JESUS own OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Woodman of World Bldg
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Evening
4:30 p.m
Service

Stokes Tritetor
Implensed Co.

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Phone 753-1319

Industrial Rood

Trenholm'slkive-in
J.C.8. Co.
Chi,cken Pizza Spaghetti
Lunches Steaks Sandwiches

umenotas

1206 Chestnut St.

.

of ai
'
rst

altirCh
NEW PROVIDENCE
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship
10:Mit.m.
.
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GREEN PLAIN
10 a.m.
Bible Study
Worship Service
10145 a.m.&6p.m.
Wed. Worship
:30p.m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
UNION GRSIVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m
Eeening Worship
6:00p.m.
SEVENTH & POPLAR
10:401 in.
Worship Semen
6:00p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
10:50 a.m.
Morning Service
6 • 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning.Worship
-Evening Worship
.
SECOND STRUT
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
MISNOMER/
Sunday School
Morning Worship

10 45a.m.
6 11p us.

HAZEL CNURCII
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
A.M. Worship
P.M. Worship
Mid-Week

Old Carriage House
MURRAY MOROI
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10.45 a.m.
N Y P.S. Worship
5:15 p.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7.00p.m.
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 -00a.m .
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Evening Worship
530 p.m.
N.Y..P.S Worship5:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening •
6.30p.m

Presbyterian
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday Schooi
1000 a
Worship Service
11

iii

NOON PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9
Worship Senn ce
11
OAK °HOVE
Sunday School
10
Worship Services
11 a.m
MOUNT PLEASANT
.
Morning Worship
11002.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
FIRST PRISSY-TINIAN
Church School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service.
10:45a.m.

Pentecostal
2050

COLDWATER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
•
ILIUM CIEURCII
Of CHRIST
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
Wednesdays)
AL/AO
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

ALFA011664115
MiwWorship
1103 1.m
EmirateIhrstup
730 p m
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
1000am
Worship Services 11:00 a.m.,6:00 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPU
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Services 11:00•.m.,7:30 p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY
01 600
1000 am
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
7.00 p.m.
Thus Nite
AVE.
UNITED,310
1000 a Rd
Sunday School
700 p m
Evening Worship

'woo
pursuit mans
Sunday School
Morning Oorahip

ST. LEO cornotic
°luta
Sunday Mass 8 a.m 11 a m.,4.
Saturday Mass010 p.m
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave and 17th St. Murray, Ky.,
Sundays 11 00 a m. Testimony meeting
second Wednesday 8 p.m.
JENOVAN'S WITNESSES
Watchtower
10:30 a.m
Bible Lecture
930am

This Page Made Possible
By These

ST. 1011113 EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour
945 a.m
Church SOV.111
11'00 a.m

Supporting

Joe Todd and lorry Hale

Cunningham Auto Repair
& Motor Sales, Inc.
-Your Superior Muffler
& Exhaust Dealer'

619 So. 4th

753-6831

Bet-Air Decor

TM GROVE
9:45 am
Worship Service
10:45 am
Church School
ammo&
owns
10:00a.m.
Church School
11:00am.
Worship Service
430 pm
Worship
Services.
Evening

West Kentucky Rural Electric

Unfinished Furniture
One Day Latex Antiquing
Stains Points
Bel-Air Shopping Center

- Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners

We Cater

To Parties

Hazel,Ky.

492-9785

ri-Produds
awn & Garden Center
Murray

Fitts Block & Ready_ Mix Co.

Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

Buildini Mods Shady Ilk Concrete
Fast Main

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE MAYTAG

.%mktMoms. ceileirey. M.rshil Carlisle Cmosties k h.se-M-

I. HA*,

'
753-4351 or 247-4350

COMPLIMENTS

751-1540.

Se,o,nq

FOr

fenilies Since 1916

Induitr.al Rd

.
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager

Phone 153-11181 _

Street

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

Phone 753-1713

403 Maple

West Ky. Rural Telephone

C;stuSiorcial Reh'iginaMita

Infanta To 5 Yowl
Kentucky Licenned
nam 530pm
751 len
Pr N 17th

Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced

Firms

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

Tiny Tot
Day Cara

Joe Todd's Motor Sales

41ARTNOS CRAPES UNITED
Worship Service
• 11;00am.
Sunday School
10:00a.m.
GOOD MENEM)DINTS
Worship Service
9:30 am.
Sunday School
91:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
KIRKSET UNITED
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11.00 a.m. hat & Ind
Sunday., 10.00. a.m 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 10.00 a.m 1st & 2nd Sunday, 11.00
a.m 3rd & 4th Sunday
TEMPLE WILL UNITED
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00a.m.
FIRST METHODIST
8 454. 10:SO
Worship
RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED •
Sunday School
10:00a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
10.00 a.m
DEXTUt-HARDIN UNITED
Worship Service
10:00 am.
1st & 2nd Sundays
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
MT. NEORON
Worship Sereice 10 00 a m 1st Sunday &
11'00 a m. 3rd Sunday: Sunday School
1/-00 a.m. lst Sunday - 10:00a.m. 2nd,
DIVA'S'S CRAPES
3rd.
& 4th Sunday
in
10:00 a
Sunday School
11:00 a m
Worship Service
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10'00 a.m. 2nd Sunday:
- 7:30 pm
Evening Worship
1100 sun. 4th Sunday. Sunday School
ROST UNITED
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m.67:00 p.m. 1000 a.m. 1st. 3rd, & 4th Sunday: 11:00
2nd Sunday
eute.
_
7:00
Toes.& Thurs.
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AM!CHURCH
Morning Senn ces
10:45a m.
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
ist & 3rd Sunday
9-30 a.m
Evening
7!00 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sunday
11:00a.m.
No Evening Worship
BURR UNITED
lst&lrdSunlay
11:00.a.m.
hid & 4th Sunday
11:311am.
Evening
6:011p.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE. .
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Morning Worship
1045 am.•
Evening
7.001).m.
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 OOa m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a m.

Randy Thornton.Serv.iceSo.
.

10: a.m.
11:00am.

Open Mon. thrit Then. 7 e.m.-6 p.m.
Fri.•24 Haws • Sat. 7 5.5..4 a.m.
Closed Sunday
753-0303
309 N. 16th

wax

Illsrviet-Matsdin Gremlin.Peep Parer Warm
Top Onality Used Can
Coiestoter Rd.
'Mom 7334441

,1102 Citsigtd

3251 -.75341944
753
,

-

Ward-Elkins

Ak

A!! Occasions
Arrangements - House Plants

Ftywers For
F•U le-al

INIMAINFEt LUTHERAN
Sunday School
9 15 A m
Morning win-ship
10 10 ern
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 10. 30e.m
Worship Service
Sat fi• 15 a.m

mF1

'753-0400 .

Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center

753
LONE0AI PRIFAITNI 1st Sunday
2:10 p.m.
3rd.Simday
30 a.m.
INELTOP BAPTIST Sesiday School
10:00a.m.
Worship Service
'
- 11:00 a.m.
Evening Service
6.00 p.m.

Se'rvice-8 Soles Parts
-Mowers Tillers Chain Saws

641

Super Shell

Free Pickup L Delivery
Open 6 30 m
Seinday Open 1100
• .
Seel! 1211,

Close 1 I:00 p
- Cies* 1000 p
M100117S3-49(11

ZeoeSekowilt

Paschall Truck Lines
753-1717

SIGNS
• *m9.1661

lhAti
ittr
i
SHOPPE
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky. 753-4150

PAW 11
PAW 18 411i MUM.144-11DGEta 1111118, Mt*,Martaim
Al•
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Made-For-TV Movie
May Be Filmed In Ky.

Special On Tapes I Albums
All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.

1

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API - biennium.
Clark4Tudd said the key igto
There's a good chance that
two full-length feature films provide information and then
what's been,
made-for-television to deliver
and a
movie will be filmed in promised.
ironically,
Somewhat
Kentucky later this year,
according to..Tom Clark-Todd, Kentucky has not drawn
executive director of the state filmakers because it's KenThe
made-fortucky.
film commission. .
Shooting is scheduled to television movie "Black
snrt Friday on James Beauty" was filmed in -Kentucky because it looked more
Michener's "Centennial."
"There is a move afoot to to like Maryland was supposed
.
-• do more production outside to look than Maryland does,
Hollywood," Clark-Todd said •forexample.
in a telephone interview
And Kentucky was chosen
- Thursday. "Audiences are for portions of "Centennial"
ready for different look than beca1Ise parts of the state look
- southern tahrorrua.
like Missouri and PennNoting that there's not sylvania in the 19th century,
really much difference bet- Clark-Todd said.
ween Kentucky and Ten'
He keeps abreast of what's
neseee or Ohio, Clark-Todd happening in the film industry
Min company's by combing trade papers and
said a
selection of a state "comes talking to 'friends in the •
down to -an- agressive sales industry and people he's
effort." _
worked with before._
He -said competition has
He contacts likely prospects
grown more intense in recent
sends them promotional
and
'years, with 43 states and nine
cities havig their own film material about the state,
including a folder of suitable
commissions.
Kentucky's commission was locations. If they decide to .
tries ,,,to
. established in July, 1976,. and film in the state, he
'one _then seven films cir help them find the right areas.
All the .f̀ilms produced in
portions of films have been
shot on location in the com- Kentucky so far have been
monwealth, bringing some family-Vpe films, but Clark$2.4 million into the Kentucky Todd said it doesn't make any
difference what kind they are,
economy, Clark-Todd said.
The commission operated so long as they don't break the
on a budget of $166,000 for the law. For example, the comlast. two fiscal. years- The , mission would not assist
amount will be increased to production 01 a pornographic
about 9270,000 over the next film, he said.

Large Selection of Country
Tapes, Albums and 45's _

•

Saturday Night
Fever

Foghot
intone Blue"

8 Track Tope
Special Rog $ 12 99

A New
Commodores
A New
Bob Seger "Thong God ifs.
Friday"
Sound Track

_Album Reg. 7.98
15"Some 400
Track Neg. 7.95
$519

BI

The Latilet,SithectIon of Topes or9d Aibvms in This Area

Mow

TV Senice•Center

753-5885

-

Central Shopping Center

a

Friday, May 12
9 a. m. "Richard Avedon"
The famous photographer is
interviewed by NPR's Connie
Goldman.
7 p. in. Options"Audiences"
A portrait of the other side of
the footlights.
10 P. in. Nightflight Four
hours of commercial free
album rock heard TuesdaySaturday. At midnight on the
FM 91 album hour we will
feature the new Foghat album
4•Stonefree."

NOW
Kenneth Hoover
University Chtirch of Christ .
106 North 15th Street
-TkiiiY;W:4207T
. on the inside simply because
;
The Bible isn't dr
your copy is collecting dust on the outside. The
only revelation from the Creator to His off-spring is
the wirtten word that God has given. (II Timothy
3:16,17; Jude 3; James 1: 21-25). The Bible is truly "the
_
mind of God in human language."
. There is not a single principle involved in daili
living that the Word of God does not give clear and
practical instruction concerning it. We futilely and
frantically search for life's anwsers when they are
right before us daily in the revelation of Him who
wemant-about-eelhae -we 104040 about our
3203.-

Art" - A'
of
Fergery
documentary by Wendy-Blab'.

God's word is "more to be desired than gold, yea,
then ntuch fine gold: sweeter also than honey and
(Psalms 1910)
rv
comb."
the honi
iie POPLAR CHURCH OF CHRIST has
- SEVEN
elous contribution to the lives of all of
made a
us. They have installed "BIBLE CALI". One can
choose (corn over. 300 different subjects (all
relevant and dealing with comtemporary living),
dial 759-4444 and listen to a five-minute Bible
discussion of that subject."Subject Lists" are currently being distributed throughout the community so
you can pick those subjects in which you have the
most interest, lust dial 759-4444 anytime and
request the subject you wish to hear.
It is fantastic to have this free BIBLE CALL service

Wednesday, May 17
9 a. m. *Stocks on Wax"
WQL?rs----Doit -Chichester
reports on early historic
recordings made by blacks.
p. in. Options "The
Calland
Steinways" Fred
talks to the Steinway brothers
about their pianos

Thursday, May 18
9 a. m. "The Moonies" A
searching look at one of the
country's newest, and most
Saturday, May 13
5 p. m. Musica Da Camera powerful cults.
7 p. in. "Toscanini" A
The seventh program in a
series of eight featuring music biogiaphical look at this world
from
the
International famous conductor.
8 p. m. "The Poetry Energy
Chamber Music-Festival. This
week compositions by Haydn, Circus"
9:30 p. in. Community
Hummel and Martini' 'are
performed by the Saulesco Theatre of The Air
String Quartet of Sweden. Also
the music of Carlitedt and
Shostakovich will be performed by the Trio Elvetico of
Austria,
p. in. Earplay "Another
Visit With John toward
Griffin" A portrait of the
author of BLACK LIKE ME,
in his own words and front his
readings.

available to us! Thank you, 7th S, Poplar,for your in-'
valuable contribution to our daily lives!
It's toe greatest thing in the world
to be a Christian.
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Sunday, May 14
2:15 p. m. Guitar Notebook
Michael Lorimer is in the
,America n
.•Vfaal3iral4Aliarista but is also
deeply committed to the
revival of the baroque guitar.
Michael and host Larry
Snitzler compare music for
the modern classical guitar
and the baroque guitar. Also
heard-are performances of the
music of Couperin by Italian
guitarist Oscar Ghiglia and
harpsichordist Alan Curtis.
5 p. m. Voices In The Wind
"The Power Of Art Part H"In
this special arts month
program Oscar Brand looks at
how we learn and measure
creativity, the work of being
an artist, the act of creation
--and the moment of creation.
8:30 p. m. JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ
The lineup consists of Jazz
Revisited followed by Jazz
Alive at 9:00. Contemporary
Jazz.Horizons
jazz
at 10:30 with an artist feature
at midnight.

Lostiog (,ift
From War-Kers Factorv

SPECIAL GROUP
ASSORTED LAMPS
28- to 31 • Lill. 111 colon. and ,-1‘let. Cholim' from
• jar. and ttiati‘ .other st‘
.J.itiger jar.,
Vaiues
up Its $32.00.
Ihrit
Smith%
I lois

$800

is next on

Monday,Miry 13
9 a. m. "Marilyn French"
All Things Considered co-host
Susan Stamberg Interviews
the author of Women's Room.
7 p. in. Options in Education
Options In Education goes to
college for part 2 of this fourapart series on current issues in
higher education.
Tuesday, May I
9 a. w. "Edward N. leaseel". Barbifil-NeW/111th -111-tC1471,011-1/111-ettflefrAVVIIIPGrand Strategy of the Roman
Empice, which compares the
military strategies of the
Romans to those being used
today by the United States and
the USSR.
p. m. Optloas "Theft and
•

11.1) loony other decor-motitems to choosefrom

P

I itro• 4....1..i.tifiti 841)litre:tient Slimly. I

E3

MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S
r - FACTORY OUTLET STORE

Pi

1.aheway Viiiage Shopping Center

753

none tp4z-614
01'1•A: liIfUIlI tutu Sat sinful - 10 11.111. til 8 p.m.
Swish's - 1 p.m. id t• p.m.
11e/gLeray -;
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Man Not Killer'
Officials Report
Airlines also were checked
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — and it was learned one man
An out-of-state man who planned to fly to Kentucky.
generated concern for the life Then Kentucky State Police
of Gov. Julian Carroll turned were informed.
out not to be a -professional
Keeton reiterated that the
killer" and has no criminal suspect turned out to be "a
record, according to a Las moderately straight citizen
Vegas police official.
with no criminal background
The official acknowledged whatever" and apparently
that, in hindsight, a Las Vegas was merely visiting friends or
`informant's tip that resulted relatives here.
in Kentucky authorities being
"As far as the assassination
alerted that a "killer" was threats Went, the Kentucky
coming to Kentucky probably State Police put all this
was a bit overzealous. But he together themselves," Keeton
said KentuCky authorities took said.
proper precautions after
The ()freer said he had
receiving the tip.
heard of threats to Carrolli.
--Kentucky Justice Secretary -sttnrm-Ing -froth- -"Iietobnarig
John Smith had indicated that business." Carroll sucthe incident was the strongest cessfully pushed legislation in
evidence of three purported the 1976 legislative session
threats on the life of Carroll, outlawing commercial bail
whose beefed-up security in bonding.
the past two years has touched
Carroll's administration has
off much speculation and passed on information this
week about three alleged plots
criticism.
an
Smith . and
ad- on the governor's life.
ministration source have
The other two purportedly
indicated that a man was involve a "thug" at Louisville I
overheard in a bar telling who several men supposedly
companions he was flying to planned to hire for the killing
Kentucky to kill the governor. and a purported request to a
They also indicated the police undercover agent in the ,
suspect had a criminal state's Blackburn correctional
--institutiow to participate in a
hackg1
On the assumptibn,that Las killing. .
Asked about the report from
Vegas was the site of the
alleged tip, The Associated the Las Vegas policeman,
Press contacted Sgt. Bill Smith declinetto,confirin that
Keeton of the organized crime he was talking abouta Nevada
previous
in
bureau of the Las Vegas police Person
statements.
'by telephone:
"I never, did tell anybody
His accoiint differed in
several respects from , the that I knew anybody from
administration sources' Nevada," Smith said. "I told
everybody from the first that I
version.
-wasn't
going to identify the
First, he said, the .suspect
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Members Of the senior class
at Murray High School have
elected superlatives for the
1978 class at the high school.
Students named wereA, .
Best All Around— Mary
Smock, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hunt Smock and Frank
Gilliam, son of Mrs. Willie
Farless of Murray and Frank
-Gilliam of Lexington.
Most Dependable—Karen
Jackson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Jackson • and
Claude Johnson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Perry Johnson.
Best Looking-r- Paulette
Hooks, daughter of .Mr. and
Mrs. Kelsie Hooks and Bob
Thurman,son Of Mr. and Mrs.
Galen Thurman.
Most Talented— Kim Alley,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don
Alley and Jon Noffsinger, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger.
--

-—
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Wittiett— Gioria—Cavitt,
daughter of Mrs. Marie
Cavitt, Tressa Brewer,
daughter of • Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Brewer, Bill. Ligon;
son of Mrs. Lenote Roberts
and the late George Ligon and
Tommy Shown,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Shown.
Most Popular— DeAnn
Thornton,daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Will D. Thornton and Bill
Wilson son of Mrs. Evelyn
Wilson and the late Stub
Most School Spirit-- Becky
West, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Haron West and Johnny
Carruthers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. G. Thomas Carruthers.
Most Likely To Succeed—
Beth Boston, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs.Fil Boston and Bruce
Horning, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Horning.

professional "nit map-tat an
American of Mexican extraction with no criminal
record.
man
.the
--ma
-Secondly, he said,—
overheard
never `' was
mentioning the governor of
Kentucky in speaking of a trip
to this state.
Third, Keeton said, his
undercover informant might
well have misunderstood the
conversatidn since he did .not
know Spanish.,
'With hindsigiii, I think our
informant was a little
overzealous," Keeton said,
However, the police official
said he believes that police in
Kentucky took the proper
precautions after the tip from
his city before Christmas of
1976.
"I would have done the
same thing," he said.
Smith 'said the man from a
western state arrived by air at
Lexington's Blue Grass Field
on schedule as predicted and
drove to Frankfort in a rented
Car.
He said that at one time the
suspect "prowled the halls of
the State Capitol," though the
other administration source
said the man never got closer
than the edge of the Capitol
grounds.
In any event, the man
stayed in Frankfort a few days
— there was some panic
among police when they lost
his trail for a few hours — and
then returned to Las Vegas
without incident.
"We have not heard from or
about him since and he has
broken no laws," Keeton said.
He was _asked why Las
Vegas police would take the
trouble to inform Kentucky
about a conversation that was
vague and did not mention the
governor.
Keeton recalled that earlier
in 1976 Carroll attended a.
University of Kentucky
basketball game in his city
and "we were apprised by
your state police that there
was a small problem" involving, threats to the
governor.
"Nothing in our information
said the man would do harm to
your governor," Keeton said.
-"We passed it on believing
that if our inftirmation -was
correct, he was going to kill
melPody."
The Nevada officer said the
informant "had proved
reliable before," and he gave
this summary of the bar int
cident:
-Purely by chance" -the
man heard
undercover
someone speaking,tp_a_bar hi
broken English "and thought
heard him say he wasNoing
4telall somebody."
r
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Murray, Ky.

"Service kilt Our Irsinoss"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

Free For The A4'kingi
-

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

egas undercover Offieer
who went to the bar — just in
time to hear the men'saying
goodbye to one another and to
check license plates of their.
Cars.

Treat Mom
to a
RealSteak Meal!
Or shrimp,or chicken, orfish.

With potato,Stockade Toast.

Wed., Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
May 10th, 11th, 12th & 13th
Photo Hours: Daily 10-1 2-5 6-8 • Sat. 10-1 2-4:30

"'PM designatioiCatilds-man as a professional 'hit'
man was somebody else's
language, not mine," Smith
added.
. "Whether that's the
added.
'person they're (the Las Vegas
police) talking about, I have
no idea.'

CO

8x10
• PORTRAIT
IN

LIVING
SCHOLARSHIP
WINNER—Karen L Edwards, a
graduating
senior
at
Calloway County High
School, has been awarded a
debate scholarship to attend
Murray State University.
Karen is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William Edwards
Route Z Box 163, Murray, Ky.
According to Phil Bryan,
Director of School Relations,
the award is based on high
scholastic achievement and
satool and community
leadership.

• Cheese trots differeat bacitoraredale
sad mates pewee
• Unit eels per sabaert tyre per km*
• Addielaimal portraits avail/abbe laii
dims ad reareable pekoe
•Gi.p.$1.25 each ealtatissal settled
•ffierstoss ender 18 smelt be scram- •
pried by sweat ea raardlas
•nalsbed portraits delivered et ewe,

NEW!
"DUO-IMAGE"
PORTRAIT
awirtaare al our low discount prices.

/
1
4 CARAT
DIAMOND CLUSTERS

—
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Guidance
Available
In Schools

a

number of school
guidance programs are
avarlable in Murray and
Calloway County including
elementary and middle school
high
school
guidance,
guidance, counseling services
at Murray State University
ad the counseling services at
Murray State University and
training
counselor
(Pie
program at HSUcoun• Mrs. _JciL
1es• Calloway -County
elementary ,school says,
guidance in the public schools
may be thought of as a
program of activities designed
to provide the information and
idfo
skills boys and
make wise decisions, to make
personal adjustments and to
improve their planning.
Or guidance may be thought
of as, all those special activities aimed directly at
giving systematic aid to pupils
at various educational levels.
in solving their educational-,
occupational health, social
and personal problems, Mrs.
Waldrop said.
The ultimate goal of
guidance is self-direction on
- the part of the individual
pupil. It is recognized that
—11x7tinthe nine a'Cad enter
elementary school until he
- graduates from High School.
IT- be needs help in acquiring the
capacity for self-direction and
in maintaining satisfactory
progress toward worthwhile
goals, Mrs. Waldrop said.
She pointed out that participation of parents in the
total guidance program is
• very important, especially at
. the •elementary and middle
jool levels... Parents are
-te-partieipate by.
requesting parent conferences
wben problems are suspected,
by attending school functions,
end by staying informed about
the total educational program
in our schools.
- She said Calloway Coun.taans are fortunate to have the
•laidership of Murray State
University in the counseling
area. Murray State offers a
counseling testing center for
students and a ,counselortraining
or
ellNication

Complaint Would Force Coal
Companies To Work More Females

•

University

A

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- Coal companies would have
to hire one woman for every
three new men to Work in the
nation's mines if the government acts favorably on a sex
discimination complaint.
The complaint was filed
Thursday in Washington,
D.C.,- with the U.S. Office of
Federal Contract Compliance
Programs by a coalition of
women's grimps and other
activists from Kentucky,
Tennessee, Virginia and West'
Virginia.
"The coal industry is
•

I•

I

•

••

discriminatory industry in the
country today," Betty Jean
Hall, dirktor of the Oak
Ridgebased Coal Employment
Project, which filed the action, said at a news conference
in Knoxville.
A report issued by the group
last week said less than onehalf of 1 percent the nation's

ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE SCHOOL COUNSELORS-Elementary and middle school
counselors joy Waldrop (left), Calloway County elementary counselor, and Geneava
Brownfield of Murray Middle School are shown.

300,000 miners are women and
less than 22 percent of the
industry's total work force,
including office personnel, are
female.
The complaint named 153
coal companies as defendaants. Included are the- industris leaders-Peabody,
Island Creek, Consolidation,
Amax, Eastern AssoCiated,
Pittsburg and Midway, and
the Pittston Co.
Ms. Hall saicLthe 153 firms,
all government suppliers, are
responsible for 50 percent of
the nation's production of the
-Trhe--United Mine
-Workers and other unions
which represent coal miners •
were not named in-the complaint.
The complaint was filed
with the contract compliance
office because it is the enforcement- agency for a 1968
presidential order forbidding
sex discrimination by federal

contractors, Ms. Hall said.
The group's report noted
that approximately 1,000
women have been hired to
work iri the mines since 1973
when the first woman in
recent.history was employed
as a miner.
Because coal is one of the
nationa largest growth industries with 45;000 new jobs
projected annually between
now and 1985, the group said
the recommended hiring ratio
would provide jobs for 9,000
women eachyear.

1
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HIGH SCHOOL COUNSELORS-Pictured are high school counselors (from left)
Charlotte Barker, Murray High, Alberta Kash and Larry Paschall, Calloway County High.
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WE HAVE A HOUSE IN
THE' CITY AND A
HOUSE IN TNE
suBuRes

TWO
HOUSES

"This growth presents an
excellent opportunity for
women and minorities to
claim a larger percentage of
coal mining jobs without
displacing present workers or
excluding traditional applicants," Ms. Hall said.
The complaint asks-. that
government enforce a hiring
ratio of one woman hired for
every four new employees
until women make up 20
percent of the industry's blue
collar work force.

Monday-hamburgers, pizza,
OinIckwagon sandwich, french
es, green peas,, creamed
••
combToAtiou,
gelatin, pineapple slice, carrot
cake, peanut butter cookie;
Tuesday-hamburger, ham
and cheese sandwich, chicken
pot pie, greater taters, green
beans, sweet potatoes with
marshmallows, sliced
tomatoes, slaw. egg half with
pickle, rolls, coconut pie,
Wednesdaypears;
hamburgers, pizza burgers,'
stuffed tomato, french fries,
lima beans, corn, pickled
beets, combination, canialope, chocolate cake, .and
rice, fielight; Thursdayhamburgers, fish sandwich,
ravielo pie, french fries, pinto
beans, baked apples, pear
half, slaw, combination, rolls,
cheesecake, rice krispie
cookie; Friday-hamburgers,
sloppy joe, chicken and
dumplings„ tater tots, mixed
vegetables, scalloped
potatoes, spice apple ring, egg
half with carrot sticks,
combination, rolls, peanut
butter pie, peanut cluster.
EAST, NORTH, AND
SOUTHWEST- Mondaypizza, tossed salad, peanut
butter and cracker, fresh
fruit; Tuesday-taco salad,
lettuce, tomato, corn, donut;
Wednesday-pimento cheese
and peanut butter and jelly on
whole wheat bread, carrot
sticks, potato chips, gelatin

with fruit, cookie; Thurs&iy- country steak, potatoes,
carrot coins, cranberry sauce,
rolls jelly; Friday-corn dogs,
white beans, cole slaw, ice
cream, peanuts. Hamburgers will be served on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, and
hot -dogs will be served on
Tuesday and Thursday.
MURRAY CITY
HIGHMURRAY
Monday-toasted cheese or
beef stye; Tuesday-pizza er
sloppy joe; Wednesdaymeatloaf or turkey and graii;
Thursday-tacos or ravioli;
Friday-chicken fried steak
or barbecued -beef. Hamburgers, hot dogs chef
salads, frutis, and vegetables
are served daily.
MIDDLE,MURRAY
dogs
Or
Monday-corn
hamburgers, fruits and
vegetables, cake; Tuesdaypizza or barbecued beef, fruits
and vegetables, cookies;
Wednesday -turkey and
gravy, cranberry sauce, or
and
hamburgers fruits
vegetables, rolls jelly;
Thursday-pizza or tacos,
vegetables,
and
fruits
chocolate pudding; Fridayfish sandwich or hamburger,
fruits and vegetables, cake.
CARTER AND ROBERTSON-Monday-fish sandwich. french fries, slaw,
cookie; Tuesday-beef and
gravy, creamed potatoes,
green beans, rolls, jelly:
apWednesday-pizza,
plesauce, fruit gelatin,
chocolate cake; Thursdayhamburger, round abouts,
lettuce, tomatoes, ice cream;
Friday-sack lunch-pimento
cheese sandwich, celery and
-carrots, potato chips, and
banana.
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IF YOu KISSED A CANTALOUPE
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Crete

var

4 French article
5.Walks with
measured
steps
6 Strikes
7 Artificial language
8 Chaldean
City
9 Inlet
10 Evident
11 Permits
18 Genus of
maples
17'Heavy cord
20 Word of sor.rOW •
22 Exist
25 Aquatic
mammal
76 Timid
27 Place for
combat
28 Time gone
by
29 Mournful
31 Worm
33 Small rug
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44 Whip
34 Lease
45 Body of wa36 Dominant
ter
feature
46 Girl's name
37 Ringworm
39 Preposition 48 Collection
-of facts
40 In music.
50 Recent
slow
41 Measure ctu••51 Yettow
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month
SI Preposition
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1 Toll
5 Greek letter
8 Mountains
of Europe
12 Spindle
13 Succor
14 Mature
15 Frozen water
16 Performer
18 Likely
19 Note of
scale
20 High cards
21 River i9 Siberia
23 Ooniunction
24 Europeans
16 Lance
78 Essence
79 Pronoun
30 female ruff
32 Obtaini
33 A month
14 Chickens:,
35 Poem
36 Insane
37 Tiede,
38 Disturbance
40 Unit of Italian currency
41 Symbol for
liintalum
43 Symbol for
nitort
41 Unaspirated

Terri Mearty of Robinson,
IN., a junior at Murray State
University with a. double
biology and
major in
chemistry, has been awarded
undergraduate
$100
a
research scholarship by the
Department of Biological
Sciences.
Miss McCarty, the daligbr•r
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald C.
McCarty of 407 N. Howard in
- Robinson,is a transfer student _._
at Murray State from Lincoln
Trail Junior College, also in
Robinson.
The scholarship is awarded
each year to a junior biology
major for excellence in individual research, including a
journal quality researa--paper. Established in 1976, it
is intended to stimulate interest in biological research
among undergraduates.
Miss McCarty's research
paper is entitled "The
Isolation and Characterization
of Several Valine Resistant
Mutants of Escherichia Coil."
Dr. Arthur Williams, assistant
of
biological
professor
sciences, worked with het as
the_project research director.

Ab

Joanna -Adams arid ..-Cirrida Jeffrey, food service directors
for the Calloway County
_Schools and* the Murray City
Schools respectively, have
released the menus for the
week of May 15-19. They are
object to occasional change
and are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY

•

PAO

Scholarship
s Awarded At

noted

3
nature Syndicate nc

l'o.

HAVE YOUR CHOICE
OF
ROAST PRIME-RIB
OF BEEF

Served Agree Ileaus or Well Dow Witlt Seep, Dad 11.. MAW
Petste mid Dessert.
(Al! the Prime Rib of Roof you can oat as welt as Ow
-Allgood)

OR SEAFOOD BUFFET
EVERY FRIDAY FEATURING I
shrimp Gwatbo, Clam Chowder, Oysters an half shall,!Wed

• , fried eystsrs, &oiled fled Saapper, Deviled Crab,
Fried Scallops.
All you can eat including

Adults 7.95
plus tax
Children
under
10 half price

Soup-Wed Oar-Drink.

Colonial
House
Smorgasbord
s:oc-t:oo

641 N., Murray
4e

NOTICE
SCOTT'S
Downtown

Will Be
Closing

May 13th
We Thank You For
Your Many Years
Of
Patronage And
Support

1

COMING
SOON!
Watch For
The
Grand Opening
-Of

n's
_Alliso
Cards Gifts
&

mam

+AMP

lip
At
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Who makes the news this newspaper cares about?
You do,of course...just take a look through these pages!
Somewhere there's the n'ame of a new citizen or two who's come into our lives noisy and hungry. To you,
it's a baby. To others it's a sister or a brother or a niece or a grandson. But its arrival is an important and
happy eventworthy of notice.
Somewhere else there is news of losses grievious ones and we have occasion to reflect on the
sometimes inscrutible nature of life's patterns.
Then there are graduations, and weddings, homecomings and leavings. There are meetings and plannings
and projects...All the efforts expanded by you to advance a cause, change a situation, improve our community. There are promotions and advancements and honors and controversies.
There are the exertions of volunteer firemen serving us with their skill and dedication.
All this—the complexity of community life is reported and commented on by this newspaper 309 days
a year. An the circle of otif responsibility expands as our circulation grows into neighboring communities
and phenomenal speed, requiring from us a wider gaze and increasing efforts.
But basic to these efforts is the realization that this newspaper exists not just For You...but Because of You.
It is first and foremost...Your Newspaper!
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FOR RESULTS

PUT IT IN THE
I. legal Notice

1 legal Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SILL

1 Lep! Notice

1 legal Notice

2 Notice

The Commonwealth of Kentucky, C,allOway Circuit
Court
CUP/LAND VALLEY METALS, INC., Plaintiff
VERSUS
and 67/100 Dollars ($17,287.67), with interest at the
BUEL E.STALLS,SR.,ET AL,Defendant
rate of Nine Percent (9 Percent) per annum from
the loth day of September, 1977, until paid and its
VERSUS
cost therein I shall pitceed to offer for sale at the
BANK OF MURRAY. Defendant and. CrossPlMff
Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at Public auction on the 22nd
'
NOTICE OF SALE
day of May,1978, at 1:00 p. m. or thereabout, upon a
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
credit of Six (6) months, the following described
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the April 24
property, to-wit:
Term thereof 1978, in the above cause for the sum of.
'the -North half-Of Lot I49 triThel3c1en Addition to
Fifteen Thousand Six Mildred Seventy-Seven and
Town of Murray, Kentucky, beginning at the S.
the
at
the
rate
of
03/100 Dollars $15.677.83), with Interest
—Nine Percent l'99ti'per annum-frofri the 15th day OP ----7~E:-reerrier of the P. A. Utterback: thence south 60
feet to an iron stake; thence West 240 feet to a stake
September, 1977, until paid and its cost therein I
In Fitts lines; thence north 60 feet to a stake; thence
shall proceed to Offer for sale at the Court House
east 240 feet to an iron stake the point of beginning.
door in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
of
May,
22nd
day
bidder, at public auction on the
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
1978, at 1:00 p. m. or thereabout, upon a credit of Six
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
(6)mnntKc, the fel:lowing, described properly, tohaving the force and effect of a lodgement. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promply with these terBeginning at a stake on the south edge of Vine
ms.
begineix_point
whif,h
of
Murray,
Street in the City
Frank L. Ryan
Ls 55 feet east of the intersection ofthe south edge of
Master Commissioner
Vine Street and the east edge of South 7th Street;
Calloway Circuit Court
thence east with the south of Vine Street 65 feet to a
stake; thence south parallel with South 7th Street
127 feet to a stake; thence west and parallel with
Vine Street 65 feet to a stake; thence north and
parallel with South 7th Street 127,feetto the point of
, beginning. Also, beginning at the extreme S.W.
corner of the tract of land conveyed by J. T. Wallis
to Evelyn A. Bradley by deed dated August 30, 1952,
COMMISSIONER'S SAIS
-record ar Deed Book 16; pau- teat-the corner
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,('.allowity Circuit
• erroneouLsy described in said 'deed as being S. E.
Court
corner of C. J. Bradley ); thence in Westerly direction and with the north line of the tract this day conCUMBERLAND VALLEY METALS, INC., Plainveyed by J. T. Wallis to Clyde S. Jonson, et ux,for a
tiff,
. distance of 10 or 15 feet,.to the S. E. corner of the
VERSUS
tract 2 feet N. and S. by 95 feet E. and W. conveyed
ST.,ET AL,Defendant, rSTALLS,
BUEL
E.
to B.B. Dill, et ux, by J. T. Wallis by deed dated
VERSUS
December 9, 1949, of reccied in Deed Boair 89, page
BANK OF MURRAY, DpIgideset sae Crass.
395 conveyed to B.B. Dill, at us, to Cliftk J.
-T-Bradley, et ux, in part, by deed Of record in Deed
NOTICE Of SALE
---Beek 84, page*, as-1race11+; thence initiabilierly
Judgment
and order of sale of the
of
a
By
virtue
tract
conto
the
SW
corner
of
the
-direction 2 feet
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the April N
veyed to Joe Dill, et ux, by J. T. Wallis by deed of
Term thereof 1978,in the above cause for the sum of
record in Deed Book 81, page 284, thence in an
Seven Thousand Eight Hundred Twenty-eight and
easterly direction and with the south line of the Joe
64/100 Dollars t$7,8.64), with interest at the rate of
Dill tract of record in Deed Book 81, page 284,10 or
Eight and one-half Percent(8142%) per annum from
-1S-feet, or the SE corner of the aforesaid Joe Dill
the 15th day of September, 1977, until paid anti its
tract, to a point 2 feet north=SW corner of the
cust therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
in Deed Book 96,
Evelyn A. Bradley tract of
Court House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky,
page 10; thence in . a southerly, direction with the
to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 22nd
said Eveirn A. Brie/fey tract 21feet to the point of
day of May,1978,at 1:00 p. m.,or thereabout, upon a
beginning.
credit of Sixt6) montlis.Abe_tellowing,described
' F,or the purchase price, the purchaser must
property. to wit:
execute 'bond, with approved securities, bearing
Reforming 208 feet north of the edge of-Buford
legal interest from the,day of sale. untilPaid. and
Street now Pine Street) and at a stake, the nor, 'having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
theast corner of J. A. McCord's lot; thence north
'will be prepared to comply promPtly with these terwith the west edge of North 6th Street 85 feet to a
ms.
stake, the southeast corner of L. McKinney's lot;
Frank L. Ryan
thence west with McKinney's line 180 feet to a stake
Master Commissioner
in the east line of an alley; thence south and parallel
Calloway Circuit Court
to north 6th Street, 8:5 feet to a stake; it being the
northwest corner of J. A. McCord's lot; thence east
and with McCord's line 180 feet to a stake in the
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
West line of North 6th Street,the point of beginning.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
execute bend, with approved securities, bearing
Court
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect ofludgment. Bidder will
CUMBERLAND VALLEY METALS, INC., Plainbe prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
tiff
VERSUS
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner
BUEL E.STALLS,SR.,ET AL,Defendant
VERSUS
Calloway Circuit Court
BANK OF MURRAY,Defendant and Cross-plaintiff

Fat
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153-6952
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invent,
Nom
Society

'753-5131
753-3535

Care
153-6622
753-64/2
Poise Wald .. . 753-751111
Senor Citizens . . . 153-11919.
Nee
-druie
—MEM—
Learn To Read . 753-2211/1

ocial Concerns
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Committee and
The Ledger. 8
Tinses

•

BIBLE FACTS INC.-In
Ezekiel 8; 15-18 the Lord
says he will deal in fury
and not have pity upon
those who worship the
sun. Jermiah 8:2 tells
what happens to those
who worship the host of
the heavens. Newly
dedicated Sun Day, May
3rd,dominated local and
riatibhal nestS without
, any thanks to the sun's
creator, God.- Bible
study anytime, 759-4600.

1

For
Storm Windorr
Repair
cu

Murray Home
& Auto
Chestnut St.
7v-r71

Check
Your
Ad
t,
A to

•

A ditititts•••-or•
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first Insertion of ode for
This
corr•cr,on
n•wspopor
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incorroci ;risortion ANY
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BE
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IM
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AD
CHECK
YOUR
CAREFULLY AND NOT/FY
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OF AN ERROR
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PET
ATTENTION
- OWNERS! This is be
kind to your pet week'
Get your pet tagged with
'
11 - Pet Tage-Service. For
more information. Call
- 753-9272.

be that not enough people know
you're there. When you:.ve got a
service to sell, you can count on

Wouid you llks to rid*
Church 8113 10 Surtday School and morning worship swricas
tit

041

HEARING
BELTONE
• Aid Sales, Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Belton of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky
Call 527-8463.

lanai Ser4.140M1 Meld

Bus driver for May is
Larry Bogard-, 7532353

Phone Numbers
- -For- Itie
-ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

•GERRANIUMS•

WANTED - HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690.
WANTED AUTO CLEAN.up man good deal for
right man Phone 7537393.

'
4
RCM 110111
I le ow an Woo le dioulb ii ill
11•111114••• mos Emma IA.liesibk
i PAW NAO. P•dass 0 pob• oh
use. ca a 14. NS/MINI bi III
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ALL AROUND- TIRE
work. Above average
pay, fringe benefits,
hospitalization. • If you
want to work, come see
Max Keel,801 Coldwater
Rd. a.m-5 p.m.

Shirley's

HONIEWOR1JERS4500
CASH IN ADVANCE
FOR MAILING 1000
Circulars on our plan.
INFORMATION: $1 and
self-addressed stamped
Freedom
envelope.
20451,
Box
1827
Columbus OH 43220. •

Garden Center

3 Day

Special
Only

VERSONS OF HIGH
moral character interested in singing with
a -gospel quartet,. to
perform at Nursing
Homes and at various
other
charity
organizations should
cell 759-4600,

•

that phone ring ... and ring ...

and ring ... because newspaper
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Friday Might

advertising really gets the mes-

..947 11, 1978

_F•r Smell

Nay 13, NU

Advertising Department.

Sine Woods

Appliance
_Repair

AMVETS

Come To

Near Paris Landing State Park.

silent phone?
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•
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•
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(ewers, 12t4 Old Peltier •
Rheum free Oft wrap-

MOTHER DAY Flowers
.„ potted 'plants,
arraagements7raFIr
'delivery
in
city.
Floivera_ 733:3880.
-

Shirley's
Garden Center
153 71044
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tured
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$508.79
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III
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•

Uncle
den
16 Horn

HOSPIT
plete
Rail ar
Call 436
DINING
chairs.
after-6
1111O1

Empl
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RN
desin
Cle
office
ED
train'
Exr
comp
32T,1

F.1

Vim=
1975

Pom

1972 F
air,

*10 B
De'
car

TOMATO and PEPPER plants • 15' est*.
Also
Beautiful Hanging Baskets-Many Varieties. •

1
1
4

•••••••••

Bedding Plents-Orrinerrenhe end ShedeTrest-seirsts. Contrite

•111DOING PUNTS.

'USED PC
air con
month.
753-0595

012
pas

GERANIUMS- 79' - While They Last
((ridgy Saturday-Sunday Only)

V.

•

ONE a
wagon
sides. E
- -5'53-5451.

1974 I
and

SPECIALS

Chestnut $t
753-2571

LADIES
diamond
setting.
p.m. 753

1915 C
trrn

ens'

Murray Home
Auto

Post No.45

NOTICE
The City of Murray Sanitation 1)epartrnent is
accepting applications to fill one (1) vacancy
within the department. Applications may be obtained at the City Clerk's office, City Hall
Building, until Tuesday, May 16, 1978. The City of
Murray is an equal opportunity employer
operating under an Affirmative Action Plan:

FOUR SEASONS NURSERY
HWY 641 - ALMO,KY.

MR( et 1 1

Sit. Night
Dis-

I

15 Attic,

CAP FOR

--SOME-ONE TO- MOW-14 Want lo Buy
Murray Manor yard.
/53 8944
WE BUY USED woOtio...„.
-.. -Will pay $4.00 an hour.
homes. Top prices paid.
Call 753-8668 9-12 or 1-3
Mobile
End
West
only.
Homes, 442-1918.
BELTONE FACTORY
ASSISTANT
fresh batteries. Wallis
store
STRAWBERRIES.'Will
manager, prefer with
Dreg Store, Murray, Ky.
News, Society 'and
pick ourselves. Call 759sales experience. Call
Call 753-1272.
Sports4895 ask for Frank.
:TWNSI - "Tar
apRetail Display adpointment.
vertising 753-1919.
WANTED TO BUY on
Classified Display,
land contract 15 plus
HELP WANTED at
Ciracres. Partially wooded
Classified,
Majestic Steak House.
preferred. Must be
culation and the
Waitresses and cooks,
within 15 minutes of
Business Office may
night shift. Apply in
MtirrykWrite P.O. Box
be reached on- 753person Olympic Plaza,
223, Mayfield, K_E_ 42066.
/1_11Lacui753-1917
IL:12th_
Saturday
ADJUSTABLE DRESS
Ns*
AMBITIOUS people
form 'Call 753-6147.
looking for full or part
let er
time opportunity. _Ex_ •
Tapes
cellent- jiroflt sharing
•TOMATO PLANTS'
only
WOULD
LIKE tobacco
plan. Call 759-1370.
Shirley's
scaffolds or scaffold
$899
sum
I.e.
Garden Center
wagon. Call 753-9328.
WANTED PART TIME
7 S3 8944
male night clerk at
GOOD MED ToftThilLE
motel. Send resume to
homes. Call L-527-8322.
Box 325.
15. Articles For Se
EXPERIENCED
NEW LISTING Three__
FOUR HORSE Vaal%
-CLEANUP help needed.
Central Center
bedroom, 1 ti-bath brick
Custom made. $800. Call
75,1-5848
Excellent lay Call 753flHiLtI home builtin 1976.
438-8897:6038.
Central electric heat
pump, attached garage,
WE BUY AND SELL used
' WANTED ELDERLY
5 Lost And Found
-lovely kitchen with all
air conditioners. Dill
able
to
gentleman that is
atand
Electric, 753-9104 or 753built-ins
LOST OR. STOLEN
fix meals and do light
1551.
tractively decorated
White, green 'and red
housekeeping to be a
throughout. Priced at
pomegranate quilt with
live in companion to an
55 GALLON DRUMS,
$35,000. Phone KOPwhite lining. If anyone
elderly gentleman.
Thornton Tile and/
PERUD REAI,TY 753attempts to sell or pawn
Starting May, 17. Call
Marble, South 9th. Call
1222 for all your Real
the quilt, please call 7597534046 after 4 p.m.
753-5719.
Estate iNeeds.
1308.
A
generous
Tuosit- -CARPENTER FEATHERBED for sale.
and carpenter helper.
6 Help Wanted
'Call 753-2764.
Do not apply on
Saturday. Custom Built,
BEAUTIFUL ANTIQUE
753-0984.
organ, oak wood. Will do
We Wit Be Serving
furniture
refinishing.
WANTED PV1S, ON to
Mother's Day
Hubert Coles Antique
work in meat departDinner
Shop,4924714.
ment.
Prefer
exSunday
perience. Apply in
ARIENS RIDING lawn
Gallim ores
person at Big Johns
mower. Six h.p. Exhe/yam
Has opening for a
Grocery.
Hazel, K
cellent condition. Also
swing . manager
yard swing. Call 753-3270
trainee. Must be 18 or
FULL AND PART time,
after 3 p.m.
older.
Must
be
able
to
cooks and car hops.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
work weekends. No
Days or nights. Apply in
bring us yours for extra
phone calls. tpply in
86
REFRIGERATORS
person, Sonic Drive-In.
copies. Made from any
person only.
ranging
from $504100.
size into any size.
Two dinette sets with 6
Walletilow as 24 cents,8
chairs. Two old kitchen
x 10 $2.40. Fast service. PURCHASE DIRSTRICT
cabinets one with meal
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
Warehouse
Furniture
and flour bin. One stack
753-0035. Free parking
needs salernen. Apply in
washer and dryer,
lot, use our rear
person only.
humidifier,
washer and
trance.—
dryer, Several old
PART
TIME
sewing machines, deep
BABYSITTER in my
freezer, several black
Has
opening
for
new
home. Call 767-4785 or
and white T. V.s, 100
employees"fulltime
767-4778.
WESTERN DARK FIRED
school desk, number of
or part time, male or
TOBACCO GROWERS
other household items.
female for day and
ASK.
SALESPERSON FOR
Cash register. Call 759nights. Must be able
downtown retail store.
Newly decorated
4895 until 14-p.m.
to work weekends, no
532 sq. ft.
Full and part time,
others need apply.
office space for rent.
Experience desired, but
SCRAP CANDY and log
No phone calls. Must
furnished
Utilities
will train. In applying
be 18 or older. Apply
rolls, $1.0041.50 per
plenty of
give name, sex, marital
•
in person only.
pound. 7 to 5 daily Ky.
parking space.
status in own handCandy Co. Alrno.
or
753-3341
Phone
writing. Apply to P. 0
753-3342
Box 264X.

FOR
ssATKINS
Products.
Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.

newspaper advertising to make

(.11 753.1919 Display
753-1916 Classified

WHAT WE DO best LS
care. NEEDLINE 7536333.-

10 Business Opportunity

TV
Service
Center

The Murray Ledger & Times

sage across. Check with our

6. Help Wanted

2. Notice

2 Notice

If You
Need Them:

NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the April 24
Term thereof 1978, in the above cause for the sum of
Seventeen Thousand TwO Hundred Eighty-Seven

play

ita

Open:
Mon. - Sat. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

•
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MUTUAL ft/
itNew

OlittaNt

ea

Uk

win.*
Opportunity

-yr

15. Articles For Sa!e

16 Home furnishings

CAP FOR PICKUP truck,
8', $50. Call 769-1054.

111N111

I iv Maul% 11 WI
Com Irk Wain
Pod= II prisa re/
NI14414111 bi 114

I

LICERS4300
I ADVANCE
MANG 1000
on our plan.
YTION: $1 and
ssed stamped
Freedom
20451,
lox
OH 43220.

USW

USED 111.01*..
ip prices paid.
Mobile
:nd
12-1918.

ERRIES. Will
Ives. Call 759orFiank.

TO BUY on
ract 15 plus
rtially wooded
Must be
minutes of
rrite P.O. Box
eld, Ky. 42066.

LE DRESS
11 753-6147.

DE tobacco
or scaffold
all 753-9328.

ED -TifilT3ILE
all 52'i-8322.

ME Miller.
ade. $800. cu

ID SELL used
tioners. Dill
53-9104 or 753-

)N DRUMS,
Tile and/
outh 9th. Call
•
BED for sale.
'64•

JL ANTIQUE
K wood. Will do
refinishing.
7oles Antique
8714.

MING lawn
Six h.p. Exondition. Also
g. Call 753-3270
in.

RIGERATORS
from $50-$100.
tte sets with 6
NO old kitchen
yne with meal
bin. One stack
and dryer,
r, washer and
Several old
lachines, deep
several black
T. Vs. 100
sk, number of
sehold items.
ster. Call 759-

NDY and log
.00-$1.50 per
to 5 daily Ky.
. Alrno.

artment is
) vacancy
nay be obCity Hall
The City of
employer
Plan.'

P111.04.

tr.

_

19. farm Equipment

26 TV Radio

34 Houses For Rent

41 Public Sales

43 Real Estate

04

43.Real Estate

43. Real Estate

Zenith
REPOSSESED
NICE HOUSE four miles
LOTS FOR ALL OcNEW AND PIMOWNED
TD18 INTERNATIONAL
stereo console. Take
East. City water Gar- CARPORT SALE, Friday
casions. We have listed
homes. Building lots
dozer. Good condition.
over payments. $17.00
THE NELSON MOAT
den. Couple, No pets.
and
lots for the vacationers
one carat
Saturday. 9-5
LADIES
and
development
Call 1-898-3429.
month. Call Goodyear
References. Call 753Children clothes and
diamond ripg. Tiffany
CO. REALTORS
in Lakeway Shores,
properties. Fulton
753-0595 before 6 p'.m.
7551.
toys, Womens clothers
setting. Call between 4-6
Pine Bluff and Ken
NEW TANDEM axle
Young Realty, 753-7333,
7159-110T
ank Iniscellanems_ __Shores Estates. Or if
753-6218.
- p.m.
Forest
Shoulders, 753trailer.
Urals
16'-long
Jofis
Slt•PPINI
Cwdor
with
MATCHING
COUCIT,--por19" COLORitems. 511 Shady Lane.
you are interested in
8071 or Fulton Young
dove tail, 8' wide. Call IBEDROOM
HOUSE
TWO
coffee table and two end
tabler-1977 closeout. $20
ONE HEAVY
Duty
building in town, take a
753-4946.
898-3429.
in the country. Utility,
tables,
dishwasher,
month. Call Goodyear
•
GARAGE SALE, Friday,
wagon with bed and
ACRE LOTS for rent or
look at the lot we ahve
carpeted,
garden.
velvet headboard bed.
753-0595 before 6 p.m.
Saturday. 8:30-4 1703
sides. Ellis Popcorn Co.,
sale. $30 per month. City
listed a 1514 Oxford
1971 FORD F350, 1 ton,
OWNER
TRANMarrieds
onlyCall after 6 p.m...753Johnson
Blvd.
Off
Doran
'753-5451.
•
water and sewage.
Drive
in
Canterbury
360
SFERRED- Must Sell
references
a
V-8, four speed, 8' X SISSONS ZENITH May
must,
8751.
Rd. Maternity, baby and
RobertsEstates,3 miles
Subdivision. Let us show
Ths Very Nice 3 Br
12' Parkhurst
deposit and month's rent
Sale, 25" color T. V. with
children
clothes,
frames
USED PORTABLE G. E.
East
of Murray. Call
SALE.
you
these
fine
lots
or
the in kirksey area.
FURNITURE
advance.
wood sides,• 40,000 miles.
Available.
in
automatic color control
and pictures.
air conditioner. $1510
753-3745.
any
other
lots
listed
with
siding exCall
Altminum
Call 753-7805 after 6 p.m.
1.
Kitchen table, $15.60,
June
492-8634
and electronic tuner for
month. Call Goodyear
the Multiple Listing
Refrigerator, $30.00,
terior, newly remodeled
after 5:30 p.m.
$499.95 with trade. One
GARAGE SALE, Friday
753-0595 before 6 p.m.
LOTS FOR SALE Lake
SeNce. Call John C.
bath, large eat-in kitBEAT THE RUSH and
swivel rocker, $20.00,
year free servi. We
9:30
a
m
-and
Saturday
j.
7viewHots---in
-restricteel - chen;-eXtralargt utility'
-759
7
Neubauer,
-Realtor,
763save money. 'rwo used 4 sill -the best-for-Tess
tic. 1310
3
HOUSE
FARM
Furniture, antiques,
DRAW DRAPES green
subdivision at 1973
0101 or 506' Main St.
room
plus outside
combines, 660 Case and-, Sissons Zenith, Highway
1475.
bedrooms,good well and
•
miscellaneous.
_of_
unlined with pins.. Two
Central water
-prices.
storage. Living room
Massey Ferguson. Two
94, 18 mile West of
Must hiië
garden.
1617 Sunset
80K,X 84" and one 96" X
Call 436-2473.
plus den or fourth
full blocks of used
Murray. Call 382
;
2174.
references. Call 345-2205
Whoa Iso Think
Thurman
84". Call 753-3398.
&
Purdom
bedroom.
all on 3,4 acre.
equipment. Must be sold
345-2783.
or
4- h.",ptar-Renlon
tehie...Think
MOVING SALE Weis, Insurance & Real Estate
Lot beautifully landthis week to reduce ONE .HOME STEREO,
household items, anTWO WHEEL TRAILER
scaped.
$ 28,750.
inventory. Murray Ford
000. Call 753-7413.
Souti;sid• Court Square
-1-1-Trt-_p_c7is11UNROOM
FOUR
tiques, refrigerator and
with good tires, and
NELSON
Kentucky
SHROAT
CO.
Murray,
Tractor,
520
Soeth
4th,
house.
FURNISHED
West Ky.
more. 94 East to 732. 6.5
spare tire. $50. Call 436759-4895.,Open till 6:30
REALTORS, 759-1707.
FISHERMANS
753-4451
753-Call
now
Available
Mites -to Boatwright
Appliance Center
2652.
p.m.:until 10 p.m. •
PARADISE. Near Lake
6944
Road.
Wednesday
Sales & Service
Mobile home and lot.
52714603. 753 9625
SMOKE DETECTORS,
through Saturday. 9-6. SIXTEEN ACRES for
753-4478
441 N.
436-2733.
Call
Cheap.
tractor,
FERGUSON
CAPRE4 C,
,ift Selloff.
LAKE
30
sale by owner, rolling
advertised
nationally
HOUSE
OR
APARTdise.''All
in
bushog
and
Kennear
woodland
PARTY
Moving
TWO
BARKLEY
brand. Battery operatect
MENT near downtown
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
good condition. Call 90118. Sewing
tucky Lake. Over 500 ft
Sale, Saturday, May 13,
NEW LISTING Near
and included. Rowland
Murray. Call 753-4109.
PROPERTIES
650 receiver. Tuti'CS
247-5296.
frontage on countyroad.
8 a.m.-5 p.m. 503 Broad.
Kentucky Lake. Large
Refrigeration, 110 South HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
66G-three way speakers.
BARKLEY
SHORES
Can be financed, 436household
Furniture,
_h_eme _in
120.
36 for Rent Or Lease
Needleart Shoppe, Fox
Suggested retail . price
lid
8' TUFLWE wheel disc.
room,
ir erns,.--teate--elathie-gl--- -2473-•
wooded setting. ApEEZER-BEEF-Choice-fireplace, lakeview,
7w-9328.- -57;005.00 -Ter- Sa1e -550/J..
-Lik-e-iiewmiscellaneous.
Rain
or
proximately 2700 square
Street. Must sell ,my
4*
.
Call 753-4641 days, 753$39,500.
grain fed-aged beef.
LOCATiD ON A QUIET,
Mini
Shine.
feet of living area in the
of
entire - stock
FOR
3724
after
5.
this
street
is
s Front quarter,.79 cents a
TRACTOR
tree-shaded
FORD
Warehouse
impressive home with
BLUE
SPRINGS
Columbia-Minerva 4 ply
_ pound, whole or half- 89'
3 bedroom brick ranch
Sale. Plow,.-disc and
YARD SALE, 94 iad
Storage Space
27 Mobile Home Sales
waIk-ont
basemerit.
3 bedroom
weight
and
worsted
pultjvatpr
nand
Sagfor
A,
ju_st
waiting
Pa.-"kg
pi:Mad;-hind
home
-Look..for.-signs.-May----foriterrt
Central heet-and-air,
lakefront, boat dock;
'Fiala weight yarns al -1973 MOBILE HOME 14 x
quarter, 99 cents a
your family. Fully
dition. Call 489-2424., ,
and 13.
fireplas-ea -with
253-4258
650,900.
/
1
2 price, to make room
64, 2 bedroom, central
pound hanging weight.
carpetiM-- throughout
heatalator,
extra
2
-car
line
of
new
my
for,
,
Washer
air and heat.
Food stamps accepted.
CARPORT
SALE, home has living room,
BLUE
SPRINGS
FOR SALE LATE model
garage with boat shed
Brunswick • Yarns in
and dryer. Partly furWe also do custom
dining room, large den
37 Livestock - Supplies
corn
Saturday.
517
South
8th 7
Deere
SHORES-2 bedroom,
John
row
2
and
workshop,
large
acrylic;
in
and
both
wool
Price
nished:'--Nice.
Paris
slaughtering.
and abundant storage.
a.m.-3 p.m. Dining
frame,
furnished,
drill. Also new 3' point
screened back porch
worsted weight and
WANTED HORSES to
$7250. Phone 753-2762.
Meat Processing, • 642Priced at only $31,900.• 'and quality construction
,632,000.
tank'
table,
chairs
and
biffet,
aluminum
;
hitcti
in
Now
weight.
sports
75
on
board
acres.
For.
8201 off 641._ One mile
KOPPERUD
baby. Ind childrei"- Phone
spray. Bought new last__ -10-x-i0 Mobile home. 2throughout. Priced in
more information_ call
North oMrli on old -stock - many new kits
REAUTY, 5153-1222- or
ROCKCASTLEclothes,
little.
tricycle.
very
Used
spring.
the 60's and worth it!
753-5352.
bedroom.
Call
books
in
pattern
and
•
474-2754.
Murray Road.
come by our conbedroo_rn, 2 jokk
753-2987
Call
Phone
KOPPERUD
cott011
crewel and
baths,$19,500.
veniently .located 'office
GARAGE SALE6 family:
1972 TRAILER and or lot.
REALTY,
753-1222.
for
BULLS _IQ& SALE,
embroideries. latch
Neesein-the--White
We
-have-lots
of
clottIe
Can =ATM
ft K
-FI V Eair yourReilt - estate'1ERZI6FRATORS-performance tested half
hook, needlepoint
CUMBERLAND SHBuilding, 711 Main for
Men, women, and teen's
SEEDER, fertilizer
and three-quarter blood
knitting and crochet.
(5)
0
$
65
7:
00-. 4 bedroom,
estate
real
y
our
,h
ae
l
l
e
ds
10
ACRES
12
children
x 64 mobile
Several
spreader, 3 point hitch,
tablecloths,
Simmental and MaineStamped
lake front home,
Almond colored 21 cu.
home, outbuilding.
trinkets,
books
753-4951
etc.
Sat
Call
duty.
heavy
Anjou bulls. Only the
napkins and quilt tops,
'
ft., frost free, textured
Private country area.
May 13 9-3 Just off 641
after 5:30.
very best performance
baby, or fingering yarn.
steel, 2 door side by
Call 753-8563.
South on West Chestnut
CANTON HEIGHTSbulls selected from over
F.ell line of accessories
side $519.00
Guy Spann Realty
in PurYear Tenn.
4 bedroom, 2 baths,
1,000
FERGUSON FOR RENT, for sale or
fffi• each needleart.
performance
MASSEY
"Tour Key People
luxury,$88,000.
tested cows are being
Needlepoint lessons hay baler. 10 Series. Call
In Real Estate
for lease one 12 x 50
Harvest Gold, 20 cu.
YARD
SALE, 1629
offered for sale. Broad
cost of materials only.
753-7724
489-255
trailer.
Completely
ft., 2 door, side by side
Farmer
Saturday.
Alarm Ky.
WOODSPOINT2
901 Sycontort
Bent Farms, Cadiz, Ky.
Information call 753furnished. See B. B. Dill,
$496.64
20. Sports [quipment
Quilts, furniture, lots of
bedroom, lakeview,
REAL ESTATE
42211, Phone days 235-1855.
•
Dill
Trailer
Court.
everything. Priced to.
15' FIBERGLASS boat, 28
furnished,$45,000.
753-8080
5182.
THE
LAKE
LAKE
Harvest Gold, 21.8 cu.
19. Farm Equipment
hp Johnson motor.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
sell.
SHOW..,
enjoy the
ft., 3 door,$508.38
Professional_ Services
38. Pets - Suppties
Many homes and
Electric start. Trailer.
OBILE HOMES an
changing season from
FOR SALF TOBACCO
With he Fnendly Touch"
YARD
SALE,
Saturday
building sites to
759-1054.
$500.
call
this
mobile
Call
AKC
MINIATURE
sticks.
home
lovely
tomato
spaces
and
for
lake view
White, 18 cu. ft., texchoose from. For furMay 13. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m:
COMMERCIAL
rent, at Riviera Courts.
home. 3 bedroom brick,
Dachshund puppies,
489-217X.
tured steel door,
1604 Magnolia. Desk,
ther information call
LOTS: 12th dr Main LARGE SIZE tricycle.
Call
den
with
753-3280.
champion
blood
lines.
fireplace, large'
freezer across top.
-collect:
clothes sizes 8-22;
2 lots in prime
Never been outside.
CULTIVATOR, 3 point
utility or hobby room.
$60 to $75 each. Call 1$508.79
Macrame
location vicinity of
items,
odds
in$15.
If
30
Business
Rentals
new.
Like
Lynn
hitch, two row. Two
527-9700.
Now's the time to make
and ends. 1955 Chevy
MacDonald's
And
terested, can be seen
your move...Priced in
wheel utility trailer, 5 x
CLEAN UP SHOP for
Harvest Gold, 15 Cu.
Waller
Cap'n D's. These lots
pickup, $275. May see
907 Vine.
10, 48" high with tarp.
the 30's LORETTA PUPPIES TO LOVE.
ft., 2 door, freezer
rent. Also for sale nice
'are appx. 145' x 150'.
Saturday afternoon.
Realtor
Call 753-1261.
JOBS REALTORS, 753Chow-chows, Scotties,
across top $353.16
topper for El Camino.
Ideal Business Site:
75. H.P. bbat motor. 45'
522-8765
1492.
IN STOCK NOW
Pugs.
Pekin
'Pekingese,
43.
Real
Estate
Call 4' 9785
Hwy.68 7.ale
Boyd Majors Real
boat and trailer. One
INTERNATIONAL 806
west at Cobs
Ducklings, $3.00. GerEstate,105 N. 12th.
31 Want To Rent
pair beagle pups. Mac
Montgomery
Open 7 Days
tractor, five 14" semi
$2.00
Hours
94
bats,
tool box-and tools. Call
ft.
12
plows.
mounted
THREE
BEDROOM
Ward
daily, closed Sunday.
Waldrop Realty
753-9629 after 7 p.m.
Uncle ,leh"s Shopping
Krause disc. Call 753HOUSE on city school
Paradise Kennels, 753In Bus ness
Center - 753-1066
3090.
bus route. Contact Bill
4106.
1977 JET, BOAT, 19'
Since 1956
Exciting Real Estate Careers
Page, 763-3672.'
Apollo 454 Chevy. Call
753-5646
Excellent opportunity to join established real
TOBACCO STICKS 15
16. Home Furnishings
SPANIEL
COOKER
527-3984 days and 354NEEDED
estate firm now opening in Murray. Come grow
cents each. Sawed:
for sale. Call 759HOSPITAL BED comPUPS
8065
nights.
with Gallery Of Homes. Prefer person with real
DESPERATELY before
dressed on 2 sides. Call
4603.
plete with mattress.
acres
MARTY .FIVE
NOME '2 Apartments, lot
estate experience in this area, but will consider
May 20. Home in
James Sills 753-4120.
10 SPEED boys bicycle.
Rail and tray. $75.00.
your tenants kelp pay the
with water front located
trainee if properly qualified otherwise.
country. Widow ancr3
mortgaga! Extra nice three
WANT TO BUY male red _ at Chandler Park area
513 in. Plywood ping pang
Call 436-5394.
ONE CASE Baler, one
For Confidontiel Interview Call
children. Call 7534903.
RI two bath brick may two
miniature Partistlinuf or of the lake iHamlin,
table, standard size on
MF hay rake, one hay
Joie Smith, Roaltar
Mocks west of A1111 Campus.
chihuahua.
THREE
TO
male
rollers
DINING TABLE and nix
with
FOUR
long
accessories.
has
Property
conditioner, one 2 axle
Ky.)
rented for
Apartments
now
1-502-442-9345
bedroom farm or city
Needed badly as pet for - blacktop road iKy 1918 )
Call 753-3730.
chairs. Call 436-5881
steel trailer. Call '492$1110 monthly. Nome alone
home to rent. Call 763•crippled girl whose dog- • .plus a new road serving
after-6 p.n.
8159.
worth over $35,000. Asking
1260 ext. 218.
16' MARK TWAIN with
was ran over. Call 759- a
$49,500.
of the.,
portion
4895 ask for Frank.
Mercury power tilt and
C.
• property. John
32 Apartments For Rent
trim. $2,300 or best
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
NEW LISTING only mini/tors'
Beagle
offer. Call 767-2355. - FOR RENT nice fur- REGISTERED
from' Murray on Coles Camp
Main Street, Murray,
male, good rabbit dog.
nished apartment. May
Rd. Name has 5 bedrooms, 2
753-0101 or 753-7531.
Employment opening for the following positions:
MUST SELL 277 Apollo
be seen 100 South 13th.
Also puppies. $15.00
baths, living room with
Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
Plant nurse: shift work- •
fireplace, dining room,
Jet boat, one new, one
ea'ch: Calltd Bray 753- RENTAL *ROERTY
or
le x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
experience
Industrial
nursing
RN and
kitchen with tots of cohorts.
ONE SMALL trailer and
7126
demonstrator. One
GOOD INVESTMENT
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
desirable.
decorated
tastefully
is
Home
equipped 460 Ford
one small apartment on
-Don't miss out on this
house full of furniture.
thornaghow. Has central heat
Clerk Typist: Excellent typist with general
00 Produce
engine, one equipped 454
great rental property.
waterfront
lots.
„Blood
and air. Perfect for large
office experience.
Chevrolet engine. With
River Subdivision, Call
House is- divided into 2
homily. One acre lot! Don't let
EDP Clerk: Typing experience with key punch
TOMATO PEANTS
warranty.
apartments with
Edwards
436-2427.
this one get away.
training desirable.
Call Nights 753-7618
Motor Co., E. 4th Street,
another garage' apartFOR SALE
Excellent fringe benefits and pay with growing
Anytime
753-3243
FURNISHED
I
TWO
Benton,
Ky.
heat
is
527-1436
Gas
ment also.
Al.F 1:00 2:30 P. M.
company. Send confidential resume to P. 0. Box
bedroom, air condition
days, 527-8814 nights.
an economic feature;
32T, Murray,Ky. .
Calloway Co. H. S.
apartments. One for
large 85 x 351 lot with
22 Musical
F.qual Opportunity FInployer
Greenhouse
summer school at $125,
lots of nice trees. Phone
Have You Always Wanted To
WURLITZER Spinet
electric
plus
and
KOPPERUD '• REALY,
piano. Excellent conSail In The Governor's Cup Regatta.
deposit. One available
753-1222 for more in1871 'Pontiac Trans Am, 38,000 actual miles,
dition. $950. Call 763now, $100 plus electric
U PICK
formation.
Ile-elar"fileerirMer."...11111Perillearlaaer,erirlt‘litr
7653.
power and air, one owner, new car trade in.
and deposit. Call '751;
COLLEGE FARM rd
7243.
STRAWBERRIES
BALDWIN PIANOS and
1965 Cadillac Coups IsYills, one owner, new car
M. lady. One
A.
7
furorgans, used pianos. TWO BEDROOM
trade in. You can believe it... 37,712 miles
mile
West
of
nished apartment. Clean
Lonardo Piano Co.
}Ugh.
Callowa)
and neat. Adults, no
Acrossfrom Post Office,
1174 Mercury Montego Ns Adiaorsedan, power
children
or
pets.
Par* TN.
753-4498
and air, nice,
Utilities furnished. Call
BOYD MAI
WANTED RESPON753-1739.
REAL ESTATE
and
power
coupe,
door
Catalina,
2
Pontiac
1972
41. Public Sales
SIBLE party to take
1538080
air,52,000 actual miles,sharp.
over small monthly
UNFURNISHED
CARPORT SALE,
Services
.Professuinal
payment on 6 months old
apartment for rent. Two
Saturda
.
y_l a.m. 507
C .W411 1113
41172 Chevrolet Kingwood Estate moo, 9
Wurlitzer piano. Sand R
bedrooms, carpeted.
South
7th.
T, r,t
passenger,loaded, neW car trade in, sharp.
Music,./53-7575.
$165 month. Call 753&fineries, etc.
7168.
LAKEFRONT
In Mort Week. . .1976 Cadillac Sedan
BeWIfl
SALE,
CARPORT
House under connew
oWner,
one
atr,
DeVille, full power and
TW
BEDROOM'" Thursday igur Friday.
struction. Good water
car trade in,low mileage
apartment. 1-kt blocks
On Pottertown Road
frontage. Completed
FREE
mile tram
About
from administration
Soo the O'Day 25 (Neal Version) at Mid Sarah Seal Charter, he, Hwy 94 last, bails for sellers
on outside and comInspection
rocery.
TIonna's t;
bdg. Call days 753-1963
who want to mice.
pleted bath,'reit of the
Forrtoros goastieskaing,_ajosuiut,o boouritolly hotousod rudder sod it coohaloo
-141lay's
- nights-252.1713,-- •
wittritttrd
tletiSe
bodkin to manor M•brows!.
SAI,E.TirtilWand
YARD
Termite
well. Concrete boat
cammumessory tar $19.10.1.82..
ift1M19111 ftWits,
00de •PROM • UMW
1.6.411
./A4180111are,
---FOK111614T-wnwom - • AIKAKIIIIMIlk
,
•••
UlL1444441/ol
'111fIttffl
-dr••"'"WIr1131107'ffivitr"115
from New Concord on
Control
and
ciot hes
"Satisfied Customers Are Ow
1414 Vine St.
Hwy. 444. Call te let us
Mon Concern"
miscellaneous.
Just
off
100 Smith 134
Finannng
you this today.
show
DU PLEA .2 bedroom,
home 753-31114
Airport }road in Spring
719-46$O Office
Boston Whaler, Olia$
Nest In Murray Bait Co..
Real
Boyd-Majors
In
Rumness
Over
range, refrigerator,
Of
1406West Alain 713-3315
Windcurfrr, Volvo Penta
Creek Church road
‘17171.• Zr
Hwy.
94
East
30 Years
Estate. 105 N. 12th.
washer dryer hookup,
4364333
certified ayZPA
8. Holsclaw Trailer
Watch for signs. Call
carnet, Call 763-8096.
753-40t6.

QUAII)TY

BA's,
-

1
0
1
1
n
BOYD-MAJORSaw

HELP WANTED

ti

rire;

HOTPOINT refrigerator
freezer across top.
Excellent cendition.
Also dog house. Cal 7534303.

tqcsfs19.4

SIRED

WOO

NOTICE

PUMA

it a

'ID-SOUTH SAILS CHARTER,

THE
WORLDS... large
comfortable
home
lbcated on 8 acres in
County -4 bedrooms,21-2
baths, famity room plus
walk-out basement
.:....approx. 5500 sq. Ft.
Let us show you this
one'', LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS. 753-1492.
SERtNE SETTING-Over
a acre of beautifully
landscaped
property,
numerous trees and
shrubs...A large home
with 24 X 14 living room,
nice bedroems, family
room and rec room, 2
kiatbs...Sun Deck.. Call
today for . more information on this outstanding
home.
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492.
S

COUNTRY HOME ancl 4
acres, outbuildings,
fenced. On black top.
One mile from Puryear.
Calt-diryt -901-642-3352-,
nights 901-247-3986.

Western Ky. Travel
--Wailer Sales and Service, Route 68 and I-24,,
Cadiz. Ky. Call 508-5228507. "

-

Picturesque
3 Acres
ith nice_ 'large 2
bedroom
aluminum
siding home, has wallto-wall carpet, storm
windows and doors,
air-conditioner, new
water heater. Has new
well and pump, large
workshop and double
rwo BEDROOM Brick
garage. Has recently
house, 1.7 baths. Half
been renovated and is
basement. 10 ft. patio.
_
4'7 acres larTd745ne
on
Located on Hwy. No.
outbuilding 16 X16 with
732,3 miles from Hwy.
shed on 2 sides. Call 47494 East. Don't wait too
•
2248.
long on this one.
Choice
HOME FOR SALE 4
8 Acres
years old 3 bedroom, 2
on Hwy. No. 1828, 3
full baths,' dishwasher,
miles west of Midway.
electric stove, part„
Has good building site
basement,on large lot ih "MY SPEECH
GOOD
and extra good 1§n)d.
flailr Keniana
Subdivision CONGIRSSI
ONAI. RECORP,
Buyer gets 1^3:41ribiig
Call 436-2473.
• TR`•( ?LAY50Y flRST. Ii

frit- FRANKLINr
TRAVEL trailer and
hitch, 19'. Self contained. Call 489-2457.
TRUCK CAMPER. for
long or short bed truck.
Stove, air condition,
icebox. Call 437-4573
aftei
:
8' CABOVER
truck
camper. Self contained
Nice. Best reasonable
offer. Call 753-1566 • or
7534599.

rorM THE
SHOULD

HOUSE FOR SALE on 94
East about 2 miles oaten 3 acres. Also trailer
for sale. Call 753-2669
after 5 p.m.

South 12th it Sys:smote

HAVE PROPERTY TO
SELL? if you've been
-:thinktng of selling- why----THREE BEDROOM, 2L7
not give us a call? You'll
bath brick fireplace, 2
friendly,
receive
car garage, 2400 sq. ft.,
courteous service and
professional
utility room, built in
advice
kitchen, great room
from our five full-time
Plenty closets. Less
sales representives. We
than a year old. Central
have clients- waiting to
heat and air. North on
purchase all types of
--feat -Estate se let us-- _121. Low 40's Phone 4892749.
'match a buyer to your
property. Phota
KOPPERCID REALTY,
753-1222 anytime. We
completion. Luxurious
make buying and selling
• throughout. both sides
real estate easy for your
have cathedral ceiling in
living
room
and
bedrooms. Catpeted
through, Western cedar
on outside. Lowered
living room floors,
located on large corner
lot Must be seen to
appreciate. Call 7534449
p.m.

for

WILL BABYSIT in my
home for children four
Exytif •
perienced. Call 753-2328.

WET BASEMENT? we
make wet basements
"d177-- work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Consttuction Co., Route 2
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

QUALITY SEW VICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President, Phone 753-9290.

BLOWN •
INSULATION
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
tree
for
753-2310
estimates.

Lterwsny

ELEC--7
TRICIAN prompt efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. "Metal roofs,
barns, farms and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563
NEED
TREES
or
shrubbery
cut
or
'trimmed' Call George
Landolt, 753-4707
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN an gas installation
will
do
plumbing heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

CONSERVE ENERGY
and SAVE $$ by Insulating now!! Blown
cellulose and foam-inplace ureaformaldehyde
insulation. Free
estimates.
No
obligation. KY-TENN
INSULATION
INC.,
Route 7, Box 258,
Murray Ky. 42071 502435-4527.

CHORS, underpinning •
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
WE DO MASONRY
WORK. Anything in
brick or block. No job
too big or too small Call
Henry Tenn, 243-4651.

PHOTOGRAPHER
MIDDLE AGE woman
$ervlee, birthday
will do babysitting in my
BEAUTIFY your home _
1974 FORD RANCHERO
_parties, wedding, etc
-- WILLSPRAY barns,
home. Will keep 6 week 7
lightweighteasy
-to
roof
.,with
GT 351 automatic double
--Vogt - reaaonalie- rap.
_
f1199a114
or _3_ years up.,
and
MICR- throseat to
install Eldorado Stone.
power and air nice.
1973 DODGE pickup, .6
759-1749.
Also will do general
maSonary walls. Free
footings
or
_costly
No
$2500. 1971 Ford Pick-up
cylinder, short wide bed.
housecleaning. Call 753Estimates. Call 753-6878
foundations. 100 percent
THREE
BEDROOM
SERVICEMASTER of
fourwheel drive 360 4
Good conditon. $1450.
5030.
or
492-8866
masonary
5
after
fireproof
p.m.
brick home, 1 bath,
Murray The Cleaning
speed. White spoke
1974 Pinto automatic,
product. Less than the
_utility- room, large
People Who Care. We
wheels 15 x 12 tires all
$1250„Ca1l 489-2595.
FENCE SALES at Sears
cost of natural stone.
kitchen and living room,
new front end. $2250 Call
are recommended by 30 EXPERIENCED MAN
Fll
do Thieriot: -woOir
Use for interior or exgas heat. Call days 753. 1-354-6217.
SATELLITE
leading carpet mills.
1974
working finish carterior. An excellent do5678, nights 753-2595.
For free estimate call
Sebring, 2 doorahardtop,
pentry, and cabinet .
it-yourself project or we
today, 753-0259.
EL CAMINO topper to fit
power brakes • and
finishing. Call 435will install. Bay direct
steering, air conNEW HOME FOR SALE • 1973-1977 models. call
GUTTERING BY SEARS
4150
evening.
our factory.
from
753-6000.
ditioning. In excellent
in Canterbury Estates.
Sears continuous gutter
Timber-Lodge Stone and
condition. Call 753-7475
Three bedroom, 2 bath,,
installed per, your.
N.
Fireplace, 706
after 4.
•2 car garage with-. 1974 FORD Caprf.-Clood
specifications.
Cali
Market Street, Paris,
condition, 4 speed, new
storage area-Ca liter
Sears 753M10-for free-5. 753-1358.
tires call 492-8890 after 571971 CHEVY- KrOVATT' Tenn. 38242. Phone 901--Extra.nica,-stereo, radio__ E42-1328.
THREE BEDROOM
and tape player. Good
WATCIIs AND CLOCK-PROFESSIONAL
home by owner. In
tires and, good gas
repair. Call 759-1231.
window cleaner, private
Canterbury Estates.
mileage. New battery.
homes, offices, store
Call 753-7223.
$1250. Call 437-4719.
fronts, etc. 20 years
PIANO TUNING and
experience.
Call 901-782FOR SALE By owner. 3
1973 DATSUN truck, good
repair. Call Joe Jackson
5981.
bedroom,
2
bath
condition, one owner,
•PRISCRIPTIONS
after
5 p. m. 753-7149.
fireplace, appliances,
66,000 actual miles.
*HOSPITAL
SUPPLIES
FOR RENT AND SALE
hardwood, some carpet,
$1900 Call days 1-615- FOR YOUR septic tank
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
ALL
TYPES
backhoe
and
and
backhoe work
1969 FORD one ton with
storage shady lot good
232-9425(or nights 1-615septic tank work. Fiele
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
needs. Also septic tank
service bed and Hornet 4
location. 217 South 15th
232-6507.
tile lines 'installed, 2a
cleaning.
Call
John
Call 759-1768 for apcylinder
air
comyears
experience.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
pressor. 1977 Ford
pointment. Open House
VERY SHARP 1974 Vega
licensed through Health
436-5348.
Chateau, full power,
Sunday from 1-5.
Paint Sales
GT, excellent condition.
Department. Call Rex
double air, cruise
AM-FM radio. Air with
Camp,
753-5933.
cdntrol, tinted glass.
THREE BEDROOM; 2
GT package. Call 489- PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall
Eight Passenger. 17,000
bath home. 1617 Miller
FOR INSULATION
Has sales career opportunity,in West Tenn.2715.
finishing. 10 years exmiles. Call 345-2366.
Ave. Remodeled inKy. Established territory. Quality line at Cornneeds. Call Jackson
perience. Call 436-2563,
terior. $25,500. Call
petetive prices. Back with full advertising and
Purchase Insulation,
Ralph Worley.
merchandising support. Salary plus bonus, com1973
437-4618
MERCURY
for
Mon759-1820.
appany car, expenses and fringe benefits. Record
tego. Power, air, AMpointment.
of sales in paint hardware or building supplies is
FM stereo, needs body
preferred. Send resume to
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
Wil Hutchison
pickup runs but motor
Inatios Paint Co.
needs work, $300. Call
753-2893 after 6 p.m.
P.0. Box 803
1971 FIREBIRD. Power,
hiaisnapolis, lnd..46206
_
1976 HONDA no F good
1971 DATSUN UN Good
air. Good condition. Call
Condition low mileage.
work ClIr. WA Call 753492-8836 after 5:30.
-Call 492-8890 after 5 p:m.
Roofed ers4 reedy Up to 12 s 21. Also Mere styli, offices, WINO&
1965 CONTINENTAL
ntoisiie hoot
o,is end patio', or 11-11U11.4, pre-cet completely 4404,
1972 V. W. Beetle, 58,000
white. Extra clean. Low to esseeeisle wp to 24 s 60 ley Niet host for less:
miles. Good condition.
mileage. Call 436-2427.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
AM-FM radio, $850. Call
75378847 after 5...30 p.m. INS C MEV ROLET______
Chevelle. Power
1930 MODEL A Tudor,
steering, air, and
1935 Buick series 40, 1937
brakes. Tape player,
1972 YAMAHA 360 trail
Ford Tudor Sedan
very nice. Call 7534818.
bike, new tires, $300.
110 Acres
Excellent parts cars or
1971 Hodaka Super Rat
restorable vehicles to 1973 CADILLAC, white
100, $125. Call after 5
the optomist your choice
four door, white vinyl
p.m. 759-1829.
The More You Pick-The More You Save
$550 each-firm. Phone
top. Brown leather in1-19 Qts.35t per Qt.
502-753-2248 or 502-759terior with all the exVery nice cypress exterior, for permanent
4573 after!. p.m. Murray
20-49 Qts. 33t per Qt.
tras. Call 753-5561.
borne orsummer retreat,2 bedrooms, bath, large
Ky.
50-79 Qts. 31t per Qt.
kitchen, huge screened porch on 2 lots. Only
$18,750.
1975 GRANDVILLE
29t per Qt.
Up
And
Qts.
80
1974 PONTIAC Le Mans.
Brougham P.ontiae
Above pricos aro per robed* and must be paid for by
Slyer with wine vinyl top
FOURL78 X 15 mud tires
convertible. Burgandy
one person. coma bring your friends and SAVE!
and
wine
interior.
Call
mounted on six hole
with white top. White
Bring your own containers
753-6393.
rims. Brand new hub
interior. gilts sharp
BERRIES NOW RIPE
caps and lug nuts inpecle
29,000 actaal miles.
ssesPsC.Im
7Days PO,Week
Open
' HELPING PEOPLE'. IS OUR B1JSINESS"EVEN1NGS
1972 BUICK GRAND
cluded. $200. Phone 753loaded, $5,500. Call 759Matte Hicke-759-10M
sport. Orange. Good
Lou Ann Phi1pot 753-111143
5078 after 5:30.
1242, after 6:00, 753-3863.
Nelson Shroet 759-1714
condition. Call 753-2331.
Dave
McGinnis
753-8538
901-772-9769
Ph
Tenn,
Sam Harris 75341061
USED TIRES. $3.00 and
up. Various sizes. ('all
1977 DATSUN 280Z.
19611 STARCRAFT. Self
Goodyear. 753-0595
$7,000. Can be seen at 412
contained. Three way
before 6 p.m.
N. 7th. 759-4990.
power. Sleeps 4. See on
641 North Call 753-7919.
1973 DATSUN 610 wagon
1977 CUSTOMTZED van,6
Automatic
trancylinder. Good gas
smission. $1400. Call 753mileage Call 759-4982
9213.
Mil Node let eetytlielp of
after 5:39.
VON. We his. 14 toed
.1974 , MONTE CARLO
treclhers %ON estrelommote.
1976 V. W. CAMPER,
Black with burgandy
Heti frets 1111 te 60 N. P
loaded, air coriditioning,
interior 45.000 actual
Mist node these this 'week
poD top, AM-FM stereo,
miles. Power and air.
to redIPte err avanory.
stove and refrigerator.
Color par TT polorold
Sawing tomf trod, In
38,000- miles. $5500 or
!Ms,
camera works perfect,
rhea. 1167 letereetleeel, 2
offer, Call 615-431-3630 or
410. Call after 6 p m 435tee off% II ft. Me1, 91195.`
FORMULA FOR INE LIVING
759-4650
1976 1

- TELEPHONE 7511951

ifter s

BYARS BROTHERS &
SON - General home
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

J AND R Pool Contractor,
Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.
Water Valley 355-2838 or
328-807 call collect.

ROOFING

ap-

pointment.

BRUNING PAINT COMPANY

FOR THE OUTDOOR MAN - 3
bedrOoms. 2 bath
Brick Veneer home
with large living
room with fireplace,
separate dining area,
modern kitchen and
utility
room.
Beautifully designed
• for family living and
entertaining. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
•

OWNER - 3
BY
bedroom. 1 12 bath,
garage, central air and
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
living room with full
stoned wall fireplace.
Blown insulation
Fenced backyard. 16 x
20 raised deck. Wooded
lot. Paved driveway. All
on 42 an acre in Lynnwood Estates, 2 miles
South
Murray.
f
Possession in .lune.'Call
753-0717.

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
OKI 111EBIDIYS
Itca -Wed I-1
Cl ORD ON 111UltSDA VS •Hospital
hi. & Sat 5-2:30
Coils
*Hair Cuts Shoves
209 Walnut Street.
Call this number after 5:00 to
assure
prompt service next day,
753-3685 and night appointments.

*House
Ca//s

"Pick Your Own"

The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
159-1101

!Skink Farms

Season passes are now on sale
for the 1978 year for MurrayCalloway County Pool. Acquire prior
to pool opening and receive a $5.00
discount on family and single passes.
The passes may be obtained et Paris
Dept. office, 10th and Payne, 753
7640.

DU DODGE 2 Um truck
Two speed axle. 31&
engine. Call 753-3090.

Ni Pad treat will
Omaha fist Med. $1295.
Ill? feed *her, halftee.
1976 CAC 46 tee pkimp
1967
GMC '
ortmelstic, beckel sees,

WHITES CAMPER ,
SALF-S - 'lour -friendly
Starcraft dealer. Travel
trailers, pop ups, used

-11117 -011TR:P."
'

31.8
1. brown and gold. • Call
753-3090.
•

1172 011)S 98, full power
arid air, best offer„ See
Jimmy McCuan, 2470470.

x-

- *rift tow •

.!t•
schist
ether necks re cheese
frees leveret toed core le
cheese from Thine owe he
awe et Norm Per/ Tree
ter, S/I, seetir 114, Morns ,
Iv 759-11191

•

Ali at .dlacounS

and accessorTis.We
service what we sell.
Open Monday-Saturday,
7 am. till 7 Sunday,
1230 until 6 p m• FAA"
Highway 4 miles from
-Murray Cell 753-0605.

Lovely and unique home on private 3 acre wended tract west of Murray. Home
has
breathtaking 27' x 25' greatroom with fireplace andhardwood plank floors. Electric Heat
Pump, all modern conveniences plus a rustic, comfortable design add up to a pleasant
life
style for you. Don't let this opportunity pass you by. Phone us today for more infori
i on. *

Alert Andlireen 753-7932 -4111-141furn 759A0o.
Harry Patterson 49/-830/
George Gallagher 753-8129
Bill Kopperad 753-1221
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ENT? we
msements
eemplately
Call or
an Con., Route 2
iduca.11, KY
e day or
S.

REALTOR STCORNE

AITOP

07.1-E—A-741—
nderpinning
irports and
. Call Jack
173 after 5
kends.

*The Nelson Shroat-Co,Realtors
*Don Tucker Realtor
*Guy Spann Realty
*Boyd-Majors Realty
*John C. Neubauer Realtor

MASONRY
nything in
wk. No job
o small Call
n, 243-46M.

OE woman
sitting in my
eep 6 week 7
.3. years. up.,
do general
rig. Call 753-

Z8 at Sears
ears 753.2310
Idimates for

*Roberts
•Kopperud Realty
*Waldrop Real Estate
*Loretta Jobs Realtors
*Wilson Reif Estate

REALTORS CODE OF ETHICS
—ARTKLE1

D SALE
ICS

ARTICLE13

The RIALTO-A® should keep -himself informed on matters altedling real estatVirl'hit"Com-rnunity,
the state, and nation so that he may be able to contribute responsibly to public thinking on such
matters. •

Th 1-itALTORs-Snail not atquire an .inTeretrirTorbuy for himser,- any member of-his immediate
-family, his firm or any member thereof, or any entity in which he has a substantial ownership interest, property listed with him, without•making the true position known to the listing owner. In selling property‘owned by himself, or in which he has any interest. the REALTOR® shall reveal the facts .
of his ownership or interest to the purchaser.

ARTICLE 2

ARTICLE 14

In justice to those who place their interests in his care, the REALTOR® should endeavor always
to be inforrbed regarding laws, proposed legislation. governmental regulations, public policies, and
current market conditions in order to be in a position to advise his clients properly

In the event of a controversy between REALTORS® associated with different firms, arising out of
their relationship as REALTORS®, the REALTORS® shall Subrnit the dispute to arbitration in accordance v;nth the regulations of their board or boards rather than litigate the matter.

CTS

ARTICLE 3

PANY

est Tenn.le at Comtising and
onus, comts. Record
supplies is

-

atEstater

_

3 BY SEARS
nuous gutter
per, your.
oils.
Call
210 kw frilt

JG

MLS

Starting May 19, 1978 this space will be utilized by the following listed
members of the Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors®

BLOWN rs save on
heat and
. Call Sears
tree
for

,qD CLOCK
1759-1231.

MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

ARTICLE 15

unIt is the duty of the REALTOR® to protect the public against fraud, misrepresentation, and
ethical practliCes in real estate transactions He shoyld endeavor to eliminate-in his community any
practices which could be damaging to the Public or bring discredit to the real estate profession.
The REALTOR® should assist the governmental agency charged with regulating the practices'of
brokers and salesmen in his state.

If a REALTOR® is charded_with unethical practice. or ls asked to present evidence in any disciplinary proceeding or investigation-44e shall place all pertinent facts before the proper tribunal of
the member board or affiliated institute, society, or council of which he is a member.

ARTICLE 16

ARTICLE 4

'
When acting as agent, the REALTOR® shall not accept any commission, rebate, or profit on expenditures made for his principal-owner, without the principal's knowledge and consent.

The REALTOR® should seek no unfair advantage over other REALTORS® and should conduct
his business so as to avoid controversies with other REALTORS®

ARTICLE 17

ARTICLE S
In the best interests of society, of his associates, and his own business, the REALTOR® should
and-study for the benefit of the
'wiWrglyihare with -other-REALTORS® thelessons of
public, and shbe-le be loyal to the Board of REALTORS® of his community and active in its work

The REALTOR® shall not engage in activities that constitute the unauthorized practice of law
and 'Shall recommend That legal counsel be obtamed when the interest of any party to the transac.- tion requires it

ARTICLE 18

ARTICLE6

•
The. REALTOR® shall keep in a special account in an appropriate financial institution, separated frorm.his own funds, monies coming into his possessiortin trust for other persons, such as
escrows, trust funds, clients' monies. and other like items

service to the owner, the
To prevent dissension and misunderstanding and to. assure better
of property ?unlest contrary to the best interest of the
REALTOR® should urge the exclusive listingowner.

ARTICLE 19

ARTICLE 7
himself to protect and promote
In accepting employment as an agent, the REALTOR® pledges
client's interests is primary, but it
the interests of the client. This obligation of absolute fidelity.to the
to the transaction..
does not relieve the REALTOR® of the obligation to treat fairly all parties
permanent
bath,large
lots. Orly

ARTICLE 8

HORS

The REALTOR® shall not accept compensation from more than one party, even if permitted by
law, without the full knowledge of all parties to the transaction.
-

The REALTOR® shall be careful at all _times to present a true picture in his advertising and
representations to the public- He shall neither advertise without disclosing his name nor permit any
person associated with him to use 'individual names or telephone numbers, unless such person's
• connection with the REALTOR® IS obvious in the advertisement

• ARTICLE 20

ARTICLE 9
VE NI NGS

in

l'htlpot 753-41843

un Harris 7534081

Was
Ileat
I life

2

The REALTOR® shall aoid exaggeration, misrepresentation, or concealment of pertinent facts
He has an affirmative ,obligation to discover adverse factors that a reasonably competent and
diligent investigation would disclose.

ARTICLE 21

ARTICLE 10

The REALTOR® shall not engage in any practice or take any action inconsistent with the agen
cy of another REALTOR®

The REALTOR® shall not deny equal professional services to any person for reasons of race,
creed, sex: or country of national origin The REALTOR* shall not be a party to any plan or agreement to discriminate against a person or persons on the basis of race, creed, sex, or Country of national origin.

ARTICLE 22
In the sale of property which.is exclusively listed with a REALTOR® the REALTOR® shall utilize
the services of other brokers upon mutually agreed upon terms when it is in the best interests of the
.client
Negotiations concerning property which is listed exclusively shall be carried on with the listing
broker; not with-The owner, except with the consent Of the listing broker

ARTICLE 11.
A REALTOR® is expected to provide a level of competent service in keeping with the Standards
of Practice in those fields in which the REALTOR® custornarily engages. '
The REALTOR® shall not undertake to provide specialized professional services concerning a
type Of property or flarvica. that is outside his field of cOmpetence unless-he-ems-get-the atststarsCe
of one who is competent on such types of property or service, or unless the facts are fully disclosed
to the client Any person engaged to provide such assistance shall be so identified to the Client and
his contribution to the assignment should be set forth.
The REALTOR, shall refer to the Standards of Practice of the .National Association as-to the
degree ofcompetence that a client has a right to expect the. REALTOR® to possess. taking into con,
sideration rqe
.contplexity of the problem, the availability of expert assistance, and the opportunities
for experience available to the REALTOR*

ifirrlarri

„

The REAETORs. for the protection of all parties, shall see that financial Obligations and corn
mitments regarding real estate transactions are in writing, expressing the exact agreement of the
parties A copy of each agreement -shall be furnished to each party upon his signing such agree
ment

•

ARTICLE 23

. • :.:.
The REALTOR* shall not publicly disparage t6e business practice of a competitor:nor volun- 2
- leer an opinion of-a competitor's transaction If his opinion IS sought and ifi- the REALTOR® deems it
appropriate to resPonb, such opinion shall be .rendered with strict p ofessional integrity and
courtesy

ARTICLE 24

,
•

shall not directly or indirectly solicit the saunces or affiliation of an employ.e.
The REALTOR®
.
.
crultrjr-for„,itt'the diatilliZatii:In .nt artitUir REPA.10M-VtillIORIVIrtirq
•tar-Rdrirsorat-400,iiorkeimorta

"-

,diAserrit".

Thelirt4T.Cal44171.K10,10difriskg-Ifi0441114;49-401054.
409
its value where he has a pretent or conternoWed interest unless suc
closed to all affected parties

.•

9en061110e-114110110410".
interest is specifically dis:

These firms will be dedicated to providing complete service in buying

or

selling Real Estate. List with the Realtor of your choice.
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Several Cadets Recognized In
MSU ROTC Homirs Day Program

I Deaths and Funerals 1
Mrs. Miles Dies At
Age of 45; Rites
Planned Saturday

Mrs. Roy Edwards
Dies At Louisville

Word has been received of
El Tigre Award to-Lubbers„
Cadet Lt. Col. Wendell K. N. Williams Chapter in
the death of Mrs. Roy
hponpred by Acnerican
former
Shelton of Paducah, a 21-year- Murray.
the
Edwards,
of World War II and
of
Housden
old senior criminology and
Mrs. Bob Miles, the former Magdalene
Outstanding Pershing Veterans
corrections major, has been Rifleman to Cadet Erwin L. presented by Ellis.
< Mary Trevathan, of 1505 Calloway County, who died
to
presented
Awards
named the outstanding cadet Courtney of Madisonville,
Oxford Drive, Murray, died suddenly Thursday morning
sophomore cadets were:
Thursday at 1.45 p. m. at at St. Anthony's ,Hospital,
of the year in the 336-member sponsored
by
Disabled
Superior Cadet to Cadet,Jay
-Reserve Officers Training
Leurdes- Hospital, Paducah: Louisville. She was65 years of
American Veterans and
Corps program at Murray presented by Joe W. Smith, F. Sullivan of Pulaski, N.'Y.,
She Was 45 Years Of age and age and the daughter of the
by the Department
State University.
had been in ill health for the late Everelt and Donna
commander of, Chapter 50 in sponsored
of the Army and presented by
past few years.
In recognition of the honor, Murray.
Crouch Housden.
publisher of
he
The Murray woman was a
was
awarded
the
Mrs. Edwards is survived
Sportsmanship Walter Apperson,
ROTC
member of the Locat Grove by her husband, Roy C.
- President's Sabre, the highest- Award to Cadet Michelle E. the Murray Ledger and
Baptist Church. She was a Edwards. one son, Larry Lee
award presented to a cadet at Soncrant of Stoughton, Mass., Times.
General Military Exgraduate of Murray Training Edwards and his wife, Jean,
the university, at the annual sponsored by the Daughters of
Cadet Gay L. White
President's Review ceremony
School, attended Murray State and three grandchildren,
the American Revolution and cellence to
Calvert
City, sponsored by
of
University, and waS a former Gerry, Robert 'Dale, and
Thursday.
-Dr.
Constantine
W.
Murray
was
presented
of
William
M.
Steely
SCHOLASTIC EXCELLENCE AWARD —
presented by Mrs. R. Henry
the Military Order of the
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